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STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
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are pleased to continue our Series of Lectures on 

THE EVOLUTION OF SOLID STATE PHYSICS 
by 

W. Conyers Herring 
Emeritus Professor of Applied Physics 

Professor Conyers Herring has been contributing in fundamental ways to the development 
of solid state physics in the last half of this century. His mastery of theory and careful attention 
to experiment led to his international reputation as the leading authority in semiconducting 
physics for many decades. Subjects which he has influenced in major ways include magnetism, 
transport theory, elasticity and the strength of materials. His theories of surface equilibria and 
sintering phenomena remain landmarks in materials science. However, maybe the most 
important contribution of Professor Herring was the 1940 discovery of the Orthogonalized 
Plane Wave method which proved to be a practical method for calculating electronic structures 
of solids including silicon. 

In addition to his own work, Professor Herring is known for his masterful critical reviews 
for which he has been awarded the National Academy of Sciences James Murray Luck award. 
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Lecture 6 - 1 
I 

Welcome to this 6th lecture of the series on the evolution of solid
state physics. 

For the benefit of those in the present audience who did n ot hear my 
earlier lectures, and as a memory refresher to those who did, I'll 
start with just a few words about the organization of the 
lectures, and about how this lecture and the ones following 
relate to what has gone before. 

As you will recall, early in this century the physicists of the world 
finally realized that to tU1derstand solids they had to overcom e 
two major challenges. 

First, they had to think of solids as made up of atoms and the a tom s 
as made up of electrons and nuclei; second, they had to learn 
the quanhun laws obeyed by these entities, laws which 
generalize the laws of classical physics in ways that a t first were 
extremely puzzling. 

In the last few lectures we've discussed how in the first h alf of the 
century a remarkable variety of new discoveries were m ade 
about the physics of crystals made of atoms that almost obey 
classical mechanics. 

We devoted lechlre IV, however, to a discussion of h ow the new 
quanttll1laws caused a ttention to be direc ted to delocalized 
electronic states in crystals, and to energy band s tructures, 
which could be approximately calculated from theory, and 
which could form a framework for LU1derstanding many 
properties. 

In that lec ture we focused finally on the rapid advances that were 
m ade in semiconductor physics by the close interplay of theory 
and experiment, and on the importance for this progress of the 
contributions of chemists and materials physicists in the 
purification of m aterials and the growth of p erfec t crystals. 

I want to devote today's lechlre to a som ewhat analogous disc ussion 
of energy bands in metals, and their rela tion to a wide varie ty 
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of properties, which can be used to construct remarkably 
detailed and accurate pictures of band structures. 

I won't say much of anything today about the purely theoretical side 
of band structure, since I covered the techniques for calculating 
one-electron wave functions and energies in crystals in lecture 
IV, and I'll devote a lot of time in lecture VIII next fall, to the 
very important question regarding the meaningfl.dness of one
electron energies and wave functions in what is really a 
problem with many strongly interacting electrons. 

In next week's lecture, I'll talk about localized states of electrons in 
crystals, and especially about their importance for many 
properties of non-metals. 

So I'll start now with metals, and the first thing I want to say about 
them is that it is usually much harder to extract from 
experiments the detailed and precise information one would 
like to know about the band structures of metals than it is to do 
the same for semiconductors. 

For semiconductors our major interest is in knowing the energies and 
wave vectors of the Bloch states near the minimum energy 
point or points of the conduction band, and the required 
information is usually expressible in terms of a small number of 
parameters or options. 

For metals, on the other hand, most measurable properties involve at 
the very least electrons near all parts of the Fermi surface, 
which can extend over a large region of momentum space and 
be of quite complicated shape. 

Moreover, many properties, particularly in transport, involve 
anisotropic scattering processes for electrons between different 
portions of the Fermi surface, etc. 

So it should not be surprising that for many years our information on 
the band structures of metals remained rather unsatisfactory, in 
that for most metals there was no way of checkit1g 
experimentally the validity of the band structure pictures that 
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purely theoretical calculations were star ting to produce, 
although gross features such as total ban d width could be a t 
leas t roughly checked . 

Eventually a variety of experimental teclmiques were developed that 
m ade possible very detailed and sometimes very accurate 
information about band structures to be ex trac ted, and I want 
to sp end a sizable amount of time discussing these. 

But before I s tart on them I'd like to give a brief perspective on the 
cruder sources of information, the leadin g ones of which I' ve 
indicated here. 

For example, the specific hea ts of metals were known to be 
dominated a t low temperatures by the therm al excitation of 
conduction elec trons from below to above the Fermi level. 

According to the wave-mechanical theory of Bloch bands, this 
specific heat should be proportional to the mU11ber of q uantlU11 
states per unit energy a t the Fermi level. 

Again, as Peierls showed in his 1929 work on the Hall effect, 
elec trons occupying only the low part of an energy band would 
give rise to a nega tive Hall coefficient, whereas a positive Hall 
coefficient would be expected if the Fermi level were near the 
top of a band. 

And of course the third grea t trilunph of the band theory was the 
explanation of why some solids are m etals and others are 
insulators which, as Wilson pointed out in 1931, dep ends 
simply on whether the munber of electrons available exac tly 
fills an integral number of bands or whether the lowes t en ergy 
state requires that some band or bands be filled only partially . 

A corollary of course is that every insula tor h as a band gap 
separating the empty bands from the conduction bands, and 
the width of this band gap can be s tudied by op tica l and o ther 
Ineans. 
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Now in addition to these long-fam.iliar properties of olids, I'd like to 
mention here a couple of effects discovered more recently that 
also yielded comparable information on band s tructures. 

In 1934 Henry O'Bryan a t MIT collaborated with the British 
spectroscopis t Skinner, who was visiting frOll1. Mo tt's group at 
Bristol, in a study of the wave length distribution of x-rays jus t 
beyond the onset of emission due to filling of core holes by 
valence electrons. 

This sort of experiment provides a rough measm e of the conduction 
band width of any metal. 

Using sources of information such as these, theoris ts of the 1930s and 
1940s were able to draw a l1LUl1.ber of meaningful though rather 
crude conclusions regarding the band structm es of many 
m etals . 

For example, the overall conduction band widths for m etals on the 
left side of the periodic table tended to be of the same order of 
magnitude as would be expected for a free electron gas w ith the 
normal mass and the density of valence electrons for each 
metal. 

For the transition metals, on the other hand, there was usually a high 
density of states a t the Fermi energy, reasonably at tributable to 
a complex of narrow but overlapping bands ariSin g from the 
partially filled d shells of the atoms. 

Graphite, though metallic, has a negligible density of s ta tes a t its 
Fermi energy, ye t a very wide cond uction band. 

For completeness I should mention here another source of 
information on overall band widths that becam e available some 
years la ter, namely positron annihilation sp ec troscopy . 

V(;');t Here's how it works . 

.,.~q 
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Positrons are fed into a sm all sample, and quickly decay to thermal 
energy, where they occupy smooth Bloch s ta tes with a 
momentum distribution mostly near zero. 

Each positron quickly combines with an e}n~ tron of the targe t, and if 
the two are in a singletsta te they!cml{.lulate with production of 
two gamma quanta. 

Conservation of energy and momentwll in the annihila tion process 
means that in a reference system at res t with resp ec t to the 
center of mass of the elec tron and positron the momentum 
vectors of the two ganuna quanta must be exac tly equal and 
opposite. 

If the sum of the electron and positron m om enta is nonzero in the 
laboratory system, the component of this momentlUll 
perpendicular to the direction of the ganuna rays will make the 
angle between the directions of the two ganullas in the 
laboratory sys tem depart slightly from 180", as I've tried to 
show with these green arrows here. 

One component of this departure angle can be con veniently 
measured by observin g coincidences in gamma ray counts from 
COlmters placed behind a pair of suitably placed parallel slits, as 
shown here. 

The quantity measured is thus proportional to the component of 
electron + positron momentum, which is dominated of cow·se 
by the electron momentum, in the direc tion normal to the long 
axis of the slits, which I have called the x-direc tion. 

The results can be presented as a probability distribution for the 
momentlUll p " which may look som ething like this . 

The 10w-m omentlUll region is dominated by the valence or 
conduction elec trons, the region in the high-momentlUll tails by 
core electrons. 

So one gets a rough picture of the overall band width, but in terms of 
momentlUll ra ther than energy. 
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But for many years there was almost no solid empirical 
evidence on the shap es of the Fermi surfaces, although 
theoretical calcula tions of the type I discussed in lecture IV, 
were starting to predict all sorts of complicated sh apes for 
polyvalent metals. 

So there was a real need for better sources of information , and 
indeed, theoretical work of the 30's and 40's was alread y 
beginning to foresh adow useful types of new experiments. 

VG 30- Let's take a look now at how some of these evolved. 

As I m entioned a few minutes ago, the roots of som e of these 
developments go back well into the pre-W.W. II period; in fac t, 
wha t is perhaps the most important and 111.0St powerful of these 
experimental tools grew out of a varie ty of s tudies inspired by 
the work of the Russian physicist Peter Kapitza, who had been 
sent for a long visit to western Europe, and especially to 
Cambridge University, VV'h.e.r~ -lie di~ 4.)'. fe'?SlV~ W",yi( "" #u bthlflA'l1r..;
"""" ,,"ur 1 Y7 ve"7 '5~"'1 pl-(I~t!d rnA?~c: fr<!!/,!s. 

here he spent about a decade se tting up and operating a laboratory 
to s tudy matter in intense magnetic fields, which he obtained 
by pulsing electromagnets a t very high currents for short times. 

His work in this previously unexplored area aro used the interest not 
only of his colleagues in western Europe, but also of other 
Russian scientists who were able to make briefer visits to 
Cambridge. 

These included the versatile young theorist~andau and the 
experimentalist Shubnikov, who 't1c~ tftt!~i"Qn 8'lFFsrt feJfi«

.fp visi t ~ the low-temperature g1·oup a t Leiden. 

In 1930, Shubnikov and de Haas reported the observation of 
oscilla tions in t~dmendence of the resis tivity of bismuth on 

/j)t#' magnetic field c ~b ~1.pera tures . 

Though the oscillations were noticeable only at ra ther large fields, 
they had a precise periodicity if plotted against the reCiprocal of 
the field . 
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Shortly thereafter, de Haas and Van Alphen m easured the magnetic 
susceptibility of bismuth single crys tals at similarly high fields 
and low tempera tures, and fOlmd that this proper ty, too, 
showed oscillations periodic in reciprocal field. 

At about the sam e time, and independently, Landau, on a tour of 
wes tern European universities, a ttacked the problem of the 
diamagnetism of a free electron gas from the standpoint of 
wave mechanics, and showed that there should be an orbital 
diam agnetism competing with Pauli's spin paramagnetism and 
that l.U1der ideal conditions this diamagnetism should exhibit 
oscillations periodic in the reciprocal of the magnetic field. 

However, n ot having heard that such oscilla tions h ad jus t been seen 
a t Leiden, he thought that with ava ilable fields and 
temperatures these oscilla tions would be so rapid that they 
would be completely washed out by field inhomogeneities. 

Of course, as later work \,vas to show, the extremely low effec tive 
o .\ /J' m ass of the elec trons in bismuth stre tched out the period of the 
rJV' oscillations enorm ously, and m ade them visible in the earlies t 

Leiden experiments, and improvem.ents in magnets "vere 
ultimately made that enabled ex tremely uniform fields to be 
used. 

i I-z ~Ii! v.t. .... Il.II'It:<.t...I:~ 
~ Ani j2;xperimentalists"else>.vl-:erc of Eg.l::lr5C soon l.U1dertook to look for the 

de Haas-Van Alphen oscillations in various metals.~ {, J'Sjuwc r:~ 

t1leOli5tS undertook to broadGn thc 3cope 9£ tbe th~ •• 1,,,,,'9.,, if u' 
k2t3,b b s (' G~, 

1 LIt';1'1 ~ f4v Jft.1t Y'~ 
\l'er)' 3eo¥l;.Peierls, who as you will remember had pioneered the 

understanding of the effect of magnetic fields on the motion of 
Bloch electrons, showed that for certain pOSSible types of band 
structure the diamagnetism could be dominated by small 
nl.U11bers of electrons and holes in different parts of k-space 
possessing ex tremely small effective masses, and that in such 
case the phase of the predicted oscilla tions wo uld change much 
more gradually with changes in magnetic field than for 
elec trons of normal mass. 
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, ex lain a little la ter how this comes about. 

Landau, also, continued thinking about the effec t and w hen #I, CAn.bvtlr I"~S;</~t 
Shoenberg came for an ex tended visit a t Kapitza 's new Ins titute 
for Physical Problems in Moscow, Landau quickly showed him 
a rather complete theory of the de Haas-Van Alphen effec t for 
electrons with a quadratic dispersion rela tion near a band ed ge 
point. 

Shoenberg soon completed a pioneer experiment of grea ter accuracy 
than the earlier ones, beca use of his ability to work with a 
nearly uniform field and measure the susceptibility by a torque 
technique rather than by a force generated in a non-uniform 
field. 

His new results could be interpreted in detail using Landau 's new 
theore tical results, which were as ye t unpublished, and yieJded 
valuable information about the band s tructure of bism.uth. 

But by this time Landau had disappeared, suddenly and w ithout 
explanation. 

Such disappearances were however rather common in the yea rs 
1936-39 when the Stalin purges \,vere a t their height. ~ 
TH±Hl€fflblS seier ,tis tS'c1 £ \ :,eH"-aS.,.po l j tuoa±:lea~-H;~ 

Fortlmately, Kapitza, who as head of the Institute had influential 
connec tions, was eventually able to p ersuade the al-Ithorities 
that it would be a disaster for Sovie t physics if Landa u, w ho 
though only about 30 years old had an enormous world-vvide 
reputation, could not continue as a m ember of his team. 

But in the meantime, Shoenberg had been told tha t although his work 
had to be published first in a Russian jomnal, even an 
acknowledgement to Landau, an "enemy of the people", would 
be Lmthinkable. 

So a full publication of the experiments vvith their theoretica l 
interpretations occmred only in 1939, when the English paper 
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appeared with an appendix by Peierls recons tructin g Landau's 
theory . 

But all this effort just concerned bismuth and possible o ther materials 
with a small l1lU11ber of electrons near the bottom of a band and 
having a quadra tic dependence of energy on wave vector, or 
with a small l1lU11ber of holes with a similar property . 

As experimental resolutions improved after World War II, the de 
Haas-Van Alphen oscillations bega n to be seen in more m etals, 

-+ most of which had more com licated band structures, and a-#ei:f"".. $"*,, !11!"Vs 
a ew early years of floundering wit 1 111 a equa ·e a emp s ..... "1,,1 

jdttr bring theory and experiment toge ther, such experiments t;:":t,,;/I,b.,,t ""''<U. 
becalne a rich source of information on band structures. """"~. 

I-IOWot"vn'J 1110('" ~ ....... <Ut?~ .... .,,< __ -/- J,'~ ....... "';f .. .,t-ic fre/J$. .. .sJ ..",,.<t "{;f~d "",~fq(r ~kJ ~ 
---T It:L#t~"yeLtfS tflflt rollowed:, this &tart with ~I:le ao YQt't~ Van t'ArH~l', 

/" ~t was blJ9weel ~' the discovery of a wide va riety of 
additional effec ts based on the frequencies and orbit 
dimensions of electrons in strong m agne tic fields. 

These so-called "magneto-oscillatory effects" (including the de Haas-
-..). Van Alphen effect) deserve quite a bit of fur ther discussiorl; v,MIC (, JII( 1.I,"hk f~ 
~ (Y1- @.- f<?IN ,.....,1 hv:k~_ ' oe 

But for the present I want to continue toward the goa l of the present 
transparency, which has been to sketch a broad perspective of 
all the main experim ental sources of information. 

So I'll jus t put this lowest orange box here as a rem.il1der that there's 
m ore to say in the m agneto-oscillatory area, and go on to 
discuss some of the other effects tha t cam e into use in the post
War years. l'h:ou-g-Mhe,,--ahlfl R~~a a hlHrlB:R€-t~ 
~14ate ana COltfflUCitL SOLuces of itJ~fnl4dVrL. 

One particularly simple such was the behavior of the resis tance and 
Hall effect in a m etal in very high magnetic fields, for which 
I've used green boxes. 

In weak magnetic fields, as I think I' ve made clear already, these 
conduction phenom ena depend in a very complica ted way on 
the solution of a transport equa tion dependent not only on all 
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the parameters of the band structw"e, but also on the 
directionally-dependent and temperature-dependent 
probabilities for scattering of electrons from one portion of the 
Fermi surface to another. 

But in high magnetic fields, the situation becom es much simpler, 
because the bending of electron orbits into spirals an d cycloids 
by the magnetic field grea tly reduces the effect of sca ttering, 
and can cause the elec tron dis tribution to approach a form 
dep endent only on the band structure, and not on the 
scatterirlg. 

'fG I..f fr I've shown a few simple concepts on the projec tion over here. 

Consider first the motion of a Bloch elec tron in a uniform magne tic 
field, with no ex ternal elec tric field imposed, and no sca ttering. 

As h as been known since the 1929 work of Peierls, which I di cussed 
in Lecture IV, the wave vec tor k of the elec tron m oves thl"ough 
k-space a t a rate proportional to the cross product of its velocity 
dr/ dttimes the magnetic field B, as shown here. 

If we consider just the motion of the components of k and r in 
directions perpendicular to B, the equation detennines the r 
motion in terms of the k motion, or vice versa. 

However, it says nothing a t all abo ut the r motion parallel to B, 
because this gives a zero contribution to the right hand side. 

So, jus t conSidering the perpendicular components, we can integrate 
the equation for the motion of a wave packet with initial wave 
vec tor ko and position ro, to give this next equation , w hich 
simply says that the projec tion of the k-sp ace orbit on a plane 
p erpendicular to B and the corresponding projec tion for the 
position-space orbit are curves of identical shape, bu t differirlg 
by a scale factor eB / tJc and a rela tive rota tion of 90° abo ut the 
direction of B. 
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Now I'd like to say a few words about the geometrical properties of 
the orbits in k -space for the sort of cases I've been discussing, 
that is, magnetic field only. 

These orbits not only lie in a plane perpendicular to B, as implied by 
the equations we've been discussing, but also do not change the 
energy, so they lie on a constant-energy surface in k-space . 

But they may be of either of two types. 

For defilliteness, let's use the picture in which the wave vec tor k is 
allowed to range over an iluillite wave vector space, the energy 
beil1g a ftmction of position il1 tills space that repeats itself 
p eriodically with the period of the reciprocal lattice. 

Then if the orbit, wllich is a curve of intersec tion of a consta nt-energy 
surface with the plane, is a closed curve cOluined to a fillite 
region, it is what is called a "closed" orbit. 

I have shown an example here, with the constant-energy sW'face 
outlil1ed in black, the B vector pOil1tmg up tllis way, and the 
orbit shown il1 red. 

On the other hand, it may happen that the constant-energy surface 
ex tends periodically to iluillity and that the orientation of B is 
such that the intersection - the red curve agail1 - also goes 
continuously to iluil1ity. 

In such case the orbit is called an "open" orbit. 

s I'll tel you 111 a mil1ute, the presence of open orbits on the Fernli 
surface can greatly affect the magnetoresistance and Hall effect 
at large magnetic fie 

'U1@-.c:I.ill...el,€]'1E'~~1n=tb.e--di££gF€Ht-b€l l'kwiGf-~fthese two types of 
orbift,~eh1illfl~IYl'ft'we<Ak electric field present in addition to 
the m agnetic field. 

If we still aSSWTle no sca ttermg, a small constant electric field silnply 
adds to the motion il1 the magnetic field alone an additional 
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constant rate of drift of the k-space orbit in the direction of the 
electric field. 

However, this shift in k-space will speed up the electrons in some 
parts of its orbit and slow it down in others, and so modify the 

-?- forces exerted by the magnetic field on it, tl.I'14, t tL<rYl , (I)"<-I;jt,~r:: It (.l~,d C \'~it 

~ ..£iJ.~~8c.th(M,~a-ve<-¥eefeH)Hfte-gl€cB;on-'Stft-y&-a±way..£ H~ it-s. oUginat plane 
~ UOl';lna!-to B,ilna..sID£-€l-its-eH-erg-v-is 0-l'diua.~I:IDt.T1rdt.~;<l'IW 
--'"- 1... ' '11' c : . J;(r'~""'"';~$ I d 

7' ~l'l,I.J..t wt . ,""iJ:""1' l"8!<ncu]"1&-l.ll1S:G.aJtet)::..l:"",approac 1 a s tea y s tate 
shape in k-space, which I show in the bottom diagram in green. 

Since the k-space orbit repeats itself, the time average of dk l dt will 
be zero, and we can get the average velocity in position space, 
where the motion is that of an advancing cycloid, by simply 
taking the time average of the equation of motion here. 

The result, very simple and quite universal, is a velocity 
p erpendicular to both E and B and of magnitude equal to the 
velocity of light times E/ B. 

The only exception comes when the orbit fails to achieve a s teady 
state, as can happen for an open orbit when the elec tric field, e'j:lt"tI 

--=;- besides being perpendicular to the magnetic field, LJ Jso ["taB a ($ i"ZoS, .J0"J-
~ €911'l:fJ9neMotP@lpeltetM-U±arol;fJ the m ean orientation of the open 
----7' orbit. in A1-:5r~r& . 

• In such cases the energy of the orbit can oscillate in time through a 
large range, if sca ttering does not intervene, the frequency of 
the oscillation being proportional to the electric field. 

Well, now I can resume the historical story. 

In the postwar years an especially brilliant group of solid-s tate 
physicists had formed in Kharkov, a t Khal'kov University and 

~ especially at the Physical-Teq,hnicallnstitute of the U krainian 
Academy, in which the leading figure was Ilya Lifshitz, the 
slightly yow1ger brother of Yevgenii Lifshitz w ho collaborated 
ex tensiverly with Landau. 
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In a landmark paper in 1956, Ilya Lifshitz, Azbel' and Kaganov 
applied the concep ts I've just been discussing to the predic tion 
of the behavior of the magnetoresistance and Hall effec t in 
m etals at very high magnetic fields. 

Here the criterion for a magnetic field to be "high" is that the time 
required for Fermi-level elec trons to complete a cycle of their 
m otion arolmd an orbit should be short compared with the 
mean time between scattering events. 

MI,f.tf t-..l! or)'/if aN <-!".$d, 
When this condition is fulfilled",the electron distribution will 

approximate the s teady-s tate dis tribution that would be 
achieved for no sca ttering at ali, wR@i'l-<"fUhe_'wlai,E$.i.~'lie::e£ fi l1I:h
aJ-ty-pe tRat-8{,le.a--a-sfeflGiy-sta.te-sl'loL11d-exist, and then the 
~el-latiORs=oi-tfte-effects of an y given amolmt of sca ttering can 
be calculated as a small correction term. 

-T This silupic 3iLcta~Oil cAi3l~ if all el@cliuH Glbits ars Qf t'Je closed tYf?€, 
--"" Mu;l ME 2I2'0l11 G?El8 lhe 141:tadco t" grilll!, Ellwwod 8)" Oi!H.1~j,@ 

- I c.a~$ .>-/.,e ~ ! ... 1 "d 1 f" -:"? 10"- J"CYt " tLSOIwrg hal he reSIstIVIty s 10lu approac 1 a llute 
saturation value a t high magnetic fields, except for a 
compensated metal (equal numbers of elec trons and holes) . 

-I;?e / r!>a ,··/""'v tl "o <,/~ 
.........,.. If open orbits are present along one direction, however,)!:te-y sh owed . 

that the resistance in this direction should go as B2 a t high 
fields . 

t:.~: .. t- ;fA,; ..e J<.v e Y·'-Y"l ~!'; t:Pt iJ ':1 
~ To SiiHg-th~y afla::e.><pe±'),l,11e-L1f..tog~€i', one needs a good SOLlrce of 

high magnetic fields and, at the same time, m etal crys tals of 
high perfection and purity and the ability to s tudy them at low 
teulperatures. 

Although these conditions wo uld have been difficult to sa tisfy in 
earlier decades, by the la te 1950s they cO Lud be satis fied fo r a 
nlU11ber of metals a t a number of laboratories in vCl rioLls parts 
of the world. 

The first a ttempts at getting Fermi surface i~tt:r"ation f}"o;n high-'-' '-' a. &{1w.p 6- h .? "' "f F1 - ~ -r 
field magnetoresistance were macte.i! Ll itc iJy Gaidukov and 

" 
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Alekseevskii a t the Institute for Physical Problem s in Moscow, 
which was now under the directorship of Kapitza. 

Almost simultaneously, copper, gold, and several other metals were 
s tudied at Bell Laboratories by KLU1zler and Klauder, and by 
Renton. 

Both the first KLU1zler-Klauder paper and an approximately 
simultaneous one by Gaidukov confirmed the neck s tructure of 

-.'lIt the Fermi surface of copper that had been inferred ~"'=Jt@a1'S 0 1 I r~r;' 
~ 'H:H.et· by Pippard, which I'll discuss in a minute. 

Work of this sort has of course continued ever since, but to maintain 
a proper historical perspective I should discuss several other 
tools for getting information for Fermi surfaces, many of which 
also became prominent around the la te 1950s. 

Indeed, the very area I've just been talking abo ut, orbits of elec trons 
in magnetic fields, provided opportunities for the s tudy of a lot 
of effects having to do with the measurement of oscillatio.ns in 
time or oscillations in space. 

These are so munerous tha t I've put them in this ca tch-all box of 
things to be taken up on the nex t transparency. 

Before I turn to magneto-oscillatory effec ts, I should n1.ention two or 
three effects not involving magnetic fields, tha t have come to be 
very useful. 

One of these, the anomalous skin effect, was actually the firs t to yield 
quantitative nontrivial information about the sh ap e of a 
metallic Fermi surface. 

The idea goes back to the 1940s, when Brian Pippard, doing 
experiments at Cambridge, fo und puzzling results in his 
s tudies of the surface impedance of metals a t temperatures low 
enough to m ake the elec tron mean-free path longer than the 
skin d epth - the thickness of the surface layer to which the 
elec tric current due to a transverse A.c. field is confined. 
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He asked his theoretical colleague Sondheimer if he could improve 
on the existing theory of the skin effect, and SondheiIner, in 
collaboration with his mathematician friend Reuter, succeeded 
in doing so. 

This theory showed how the surface impedance for a monocrystalline 
specimen would depend on the shape and orientation of the 
Fermi surface, instead of being merely expressible in terms of 
the conductivity of the metaL 

vrs S I, However, it was not until 1957 that Pippard succeeded in bringing 
theory and experiment together and inferring that although 
copper is monovalent, like the alkali metals, its Fermi surface 
does not consist of a simple quasi-spherical region, but of a 
distorted sphere which touches the boundaries of the first 
Brillouin zone in neck-like regions at the [111] faces. 

Here is a picture of the Fermi surface he inferred from his 
measurements of surface impedance of variously oriented 
plane faces of a copper single crystal at microwave frequencies. 

The straight lines show the outline of the first Brillouin zone, which is 
determined by the face-centered crystal structllre of copper. 

The Fermi surface shown can be roughly described as a sphere that 
has been sufficiently distorted to produce projections in the 
[111] type directions that make contact with the hexagonal faces 
of the Brillouin zone in these circular regions that are shown in 
black. 

The Bloch wave eigenfunction associated with any wave vector on 
one of these circles of contact, such as the one I've identified by 
the orange spot here, is identical with the eigenfu11ction 
associated with the mirror image point on the circle on the 
opposite face, as shown down here. 

So there can be orbits in wave vector space that cross one of the 
hexagonal planes at such a point, and reappear on the other 
side perfectly smoothly. 
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One can follow these more naturally by using the red undant infini te 
wave vector space, in which the Fermi surface appears as an 
infinite collection of cOlm ected spheres, as shown in the bottom 
diagram, where the heavy lines show possible elec trons orbits 
for tlu'ee directions of a magnetic field . 

It is impressive that the dimensions of the necks, as inferred by 
Pippard from his anomalous skin effect m easurem ents, were 
reasonably well confirmed quantitatively a few years later by 
magnetoresis tan ce measurements I mentioned d minute ago, 
and in subsequent years by various other teduliques. 

Unfor tunately, the theory of the anomdlous skin effect is rather 
complicated, so about all I can do by way of giv ing you an 
explanation of how one can infer d Fermi surface shape from 
the experiments will be to demonstrdte one enabling fac t. 

Nam ely, I can indicate why the totdl current per uni t area induced in 
the metal by a given A.c. field pdrallel to the surface sh ould 
depend on the orientation of the macroscopic surface with 
resp ect to the Fermi surface of the electrons. 

As you doubtless know, when an alternating elec tric field - I'm 
thinking of radio-to-microwave frequency situations -
encounters a m etal surface, it induces conduction currents in 
the m etal that rapidly screen out the penetration of the field 
and keep it confin ed to a small depth called the kin depth, as 
I' ve indicated here for a field parallel to the surface. 

The red curve shows the qualitative behavior of the field dS d 
function of depth. 

The calculation of this curve is given in elementary elec tricity and 
magnetism courses for the simple case where the metal has a 
local conductivi ty, thdt is where the current density a t any 
position and time is just the conductivity times the electric field 
at that same point, and the skin dep th, 8, ge ts smaller and 
smaller as the frequency increases. 
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lil ut the electron mean-free p ath in the metal, e, gets greater and 
greater as the conductivity increases, and for sufficiently high 
frequency exp eriments on sufficiently clean m etals, especially 
a t low temperatures, e can be greater than 0, and the 
dis tribution of currents in depth is no longer the same as the 
dis tribution of field strengths. 

Now I'd like to show, by considering an ex treme case, how the 
orientation of the surface with respect to the Fermi surface can 
influence the dis tribution of the screening curren ts and thereby 
influence the m easured surface impedance. 

As a good example of a highly aniso tropic Fermi surface, I'll pick one 
shap ed like a cube. 

For tlus case the elec trons at or near the Fermi surface will nearlv all 
J 

have velocities p erpendicular to one or another of the cube 
faces, as I've shown here with the little red arrows. 

Now le t's look at what tlus implies for the trajec tories of electrons in 
the skin depth. 

Suppose firs t that the orientation of the surface of the crystal is 
p arallel to a (111) type plane, so that a corner of the Fermi 
surface points in the direction normal to the m etal surface . 

Then practically all the electrons with energies near the Fermi energy 
will m ove diagonally through the skin dep th, as I have shown 
by the red trajectory here, which might develop in any of 
several ways, nam ely, it might be reflec ted from the surface 
sp ecularly, and exit the skin depth fa irly quickly, as shown 
here, or it might lU1dergo a sca ttering process either a t the 
surface or in the bulk, which would partially or completely 
ral1domize its motion as I' ve designated by a red do t here or 
here. 

In either case it would have only a short time to accum ula te 
m om entlU11 by the action of the elec tric field. 
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n the other hand, if the orientation of the m e tal surface \,vere 
parallel to a (100) type electrons near the vertical faces of the 
Fermi surface would have trajectories like tha t shown in the 
lower diagram, where the elec tron would, on the average, go a 
distance of the order of the mean-free p a th e, and since Lmder 
anomalous skin effect conditions, e can be much larger than 0, 
these electrons will be able to have their m om enta lll.uch more 
strongly altered by the field than the ones I considered earlier. 

Although the calculation is complicated , it is possible to calculate the 
dis tribution of screening currents and hence the s urface 
impedance for any assumed shape of the Fermi surface 
combined with any assumed orienta tion of the metal s urface, 
and then try to fit the predicted and observed results for 
various orienta tions . 

This is essentially what was done in the case of copper. 

Well, now to complete the perspective of this transp aren cy, I' d like to 
comment on a couple of effects tha t have proved very useful in 
later years for the empirical determination of band s tructures. 

The firs t and more important of these is angle-resolved 
photoemission, for which I've Llsed purple boxes d own h ere . 

Wh«L 
~ lJJelie. c rntllntioRoa.a.,JlO r-H( hile JtF ; m easurem ent of the 

energy distribution of photoelec trons emitted from a me tal 
illLUll.inated with light of a known frequen cy Cilll give a gen eral 
picture of the d ensity of s tates thl·oughout the occu pied part of 
the conduction band of the m etal ... it ca",'t: ff:!,' v£ d~l}s "I "lito<! 
1i"v'''~ h I'p J,41?k~ ()I').( cl't Y7 1J~1'/ f/f ~~ /.., dllt 7 

However , s uch information is not sufficiently de tailed to gl 
dis tribution of energy s tates over wave number s pace . 

?OI this, tJJ:'@il?]1 ~ ~ be aBle ~8 iden.tify-i;b : eiectHlP lO QH?i~~ 1! ;I ( e nt 
ll:titial B~ahl!l ~! iW Chl position~ in wave L1Lunber s pace. fr~~ whr'..t'h «-
/J" ~'" /'~rt"""/~d."'"VI AA$ ~Y'~/~td' . 

Such an identification can lll. fa ct be m ade if the emitting m e tal is 
available lll. the form of a single crys tal with a surface parallel to 
a low-.lll.dex plan e and with a sufficiently perfec t 
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uncontaminated surface to have almost perfect translational 
periodicity in this plane. 

When these conditions are satisfied the emission processes with the 
greatest transition probabilities will be those where the initial 
absorption of a photon raises an electron from an occupied state 
to one in an empty band of the crystal with conservation of its 
reduced wave vector, and where the latter state, with energy 
above the vacuum level, possesses tail outside the crystal 
whose component of reduced wave vector parallel to the 
surface is the same as that inside, hence the same as that of the 
initially occupied state. 

If both the energy and the direction of motion of the enlitted electron 
are measured, its wave vector is known completely. 

The parallel component of the reduced wave vector of the initial state 
must be the same as that of the emitted electron if the surface 
has perfect translational symmetry. 

And of course the energy of the initial state is known froin the energy 
of the photon and the energy of the emitted electron. 

So all we need to pinpoint the initial state both in energy and in 
three-dimensional wave vector space is a knowledge of its 
wave vector component normal to the surface. 

While this cannot be obtained from the one single observation alone, 
it is the same as the corresponding component of the state 
initially excited, and this can be inferred from further 
measurements and plausible assumptions. 

For example, for the excited state the kinetic energy can be dominant 
over the periodic potential due to the atoms of the crystal, if the 
photon energy is fairly large. 

In such case the energy-wave-vector relation for the excited states of 
importance may be adequately describable ill teriTIS of a few 
parameters that can be determined by fitting data for different 
photon energies. 
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This procedure has become increasingly popular in recent years with 
the growing availability of synchrotron radiation sources 
providing copious photons over a range of frequencies. 

In the early years, cruder methods were used. 

Historically, the idea of using angle-resolved photoemission to 
explore the details of band structure seems to have originated 
in 1964 with a theoretical proposal by Evan Ka11e of Bell 
Laboratories. 

At that time one of the things most in doubt about the procedure was 
the question whether the surface of the material being studied 
could be made sufficiently perfect to insure conservation of the 
tangential reduced wave vector when the excited electron 
moved out into the vacuum. 

This question was at once tested experimentally for vacuum-cleaved 
(111) surfaces of germanium and silicon, in an accolnpanying 
paper by Gobeli, Allen, and Kane. 

Their experiment consisted in looking for a predicted dependence of 
the angular distribution of low energy photoelectrons on the 
polarization direction of the incident light, finding a sizable 
effect, and showing that the effect disappeared when the 
surface was covered with a fraction of a monolayer of 
randomly distributed cesium atoms. 

It took a little time, though, for experiments to be set up and carried 
out to map band structures from photoemission data. 

The first such were done by Neville Smith and Morton Traum, also at 
Bell Laboratories. 

They first studied a material already fairly well understood, gallium 
arsenide, using ten volt photons. 

At this modest energy they found the free-electron model inadequate 
for the excited-state bands, and though they got useful 
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information, they were unable to map the initial-state bands 
from the photoemission data alone. 

In subsequent work, they were able to map parts of bands in 
tantalum dichalcogenides by taking advantage of the very 
narrow widths of some of the Sd bands in these materials. 

Eventually workers at many institutions go t into the game and 
improved techniques and methods of analysis became 
available. 

Now there's just one more source of information on band structure 
I'd like to mention, before switching to my big historical 
transparency on magneto-oscillatory effec ts. 

This source was simply a refinement of the measurement of the 
gamma rays emitted by positron annihilation, a subjec t I 
discussed earlier as a mere SO LU"ce of overall information on 
band widths. 

5", 1o.k'., 6 "k C{ -t -; Ii-<: I .. r g~,{ oj/' 4 -
·In,*ru~cl€7 . .t.t:~e4eE.~ 1e p!:evious view-graph .. ];l;@oE-ea li'ti: - ('m~ 

" 
ut with improvements in technique, positron annihilation becam e a 

useful technique for mapping Fermi surfaces for certain cases 
where most other methods were inapplicable. 

In the conduction-electron re ion, one can easil show that . ~y t'4< 111&j <l>"'<::;,:'-
fa ue corresponding to 4t 1 'faxlll1LUl1 radius of a Fermi surface i1 

-c ;;l.;~.t&~@1 e":r't~') I;h8;; ~~~., 1ere will be a discontllmity in the slope of ~:H.r~ 

curve. 4-ot: ff,-e f',,; -:.'fiu.=~x_-~d~[~""'=~~.f::=r~(>~v.:./ .~ ___ - --------
While this feature might III prllKiple be Llsed to map Fermi surfaces 

by taking data with the parallel slits III various positions and 
orientations relative to the sample, the slope discontlllLuties are 
often sufficiently washed out by fluctuation.s in the data that 
LU1ambiguoLls loca tions are hard to establish. 
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Much m ore useful, if enough counts can be obtain ed w ith very small 
apertures, are data using point apertures ra ther than slits, or ~ .... ~ '1-~ 
using @f SBSM-&kts.. .q.;(;) - .J~vY>.L1? S 16 ",A} "'Y-rA!1~ of ~t>kn.(;-~rs IN&fi!t su-.dL 

cvj".£yf;;., ore-", , 

Such arran gelnents can measure two COll1pOnents of m.omentLU11 
simultaneously, and ideally yield distribution surfaces in two 
dimensions with the property that the plot of co un t frequency 
versus Px for fixed Py develops a vertical slope at the maximum 
value of Px for which any value of pz can be found, making the 
p oint (Px, Py' p J lie inside the Fermi surface. 

I've tried to show this behavior in the bottom plot here. 

Such an infinite discontinuity of slope is easier to pinpoint than a 
m ere discontinuity of slope, alld this fac t h as made this 
technique practically useful for m apping the Fermi surfaces of 
m etals where there is sllch strong sca ttering of electrons by 
impurities, alloy disorder, or high temperature, that orbits in 
m agnetic fields get sca ttered too soon for their curva tures to be 
m easured. 

Early experim ents of this sort were carried out by Weslowski e t al in 
Polan d in 1963, on titanium hydride, and by Fujiwara and 
Sueoka in Japall , in 1966, who succeeded in verifying once 
again the neck s tructure of copper which I showed you a few 
minutes ago. 

N umerous applica tions of this method have been m ade since. 

Well now let m e re turn to the m ainstream of what has come to be 
called "Fermiology". 

I'm referring, of course, to the rich variety of magneto-oscillatory 
phenomena and some closely related orbital resonance effects. 

The reason these effects are so nlU11erous and diverse is tha t there is a 
wide variety of experimental conditions under which 
interesting phenomena supplying useful inform a tion about 
band structures can be measured. 
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The measurements can be electric, magnetic, or acous tical, and can be 
made lmder dc conditions, at intermediate frequencies, or a t 
microwave frequencies, and they can also pertain to purely 
bulk phenomena, or to phenomena occurring in the 
neighborhood of a metal surface. 

I've tried to color code the paths of discovery that have been 
developed to fix on one or another combination of these 
experimental conditions at a time. 

Let me start here with the orange boxes, which pertain to bulk effects 
studied a t D.C. 

This was the earliest path to be developed, and has becom e the area 
yielding the most precise and perhaps the riches t information. 

-=: As I'dt~~~: ~~~i~~~~~~s'f.i:~!zaa:l~t:iir$tU~~"w 
_ "",,,,>- iii 3 II "hen ~@) ~ IQ frolL ph) Bil!2lH" w h" rt -:-teJkJ 'bJ? ~~ f-',er~ 

1A""f;:1/ a ",-4/ i'~lltr "r V/~IV Vl7Ad~ Q $rmpk bnAk#'w~ rn;.$e'6/~, 

The theoretical calculation of the exac t shape of these oscillations is 
mathematically a bit tedious, but it turns out that a relatively 
simple argument suffices to show that there will be oscillations, 
and that their rapidity is simply related to dimensions of the 
Fermi surface. 

You'll remember the transparency I showed you a few minutes ago, 
with which I defined closed and open orbits in k-sp ace, and 
showed that open orbits have an exactly periodic m otion in k
space, while their m otion in coordinate space is exactly periodic 
as regards its projection on a plane perpendicular to the 
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Q llagnetic field, but may or may not ha. ve superposed an 
addltlonal motlOn along the direction of the field. 

/ --, 

For the special case of p erfectly free electrons, the Schroedinger 
equation for the ~lantum-me~,nical m otion can be solved 
easily'~ \tta'rt-d'orleftttf-Landau",;'n his 1930 paper that I have 
already cited. 

" 
Althou gh Peierls' his toric 1933 paper made these important further 

advances, which I also just mentioned, he s till did no t succeed 
in making a model that would agree with all the experiments 
on bismuth. 

~ .. t WI/1ft e.ff~d .. Y-<' ""'sse~ 
This was finally achieved - tl:tlSl;;:gh still using p arabolic bandsJ~ in the 

later work of Landau, whose arrest caused the foul-up of 
publica tion I recolmted. 

In the early post-War years, experimental work go t underway again 
in Cambridge, and also in other institutions such as Yale and 
Kharkov. 

A variety of different m etals were studied, but for av"hile n o one 
seemed to be able to put together a prac tical interpretation for 
metals with non-simple Fermi surfaces, despite the fact that 
Landau and Peierls had shown the flmdam ental mechanism of 
the de Haas-Van Alphen effect to be quite general. 

The breakthrough was finally made by Lars Onsager and Ilya 
Lifshitz, working quite independently of each other. 

Onsager was a theoretical chemist who had emigra ted from Norway, 
and as a professor a t Yale had made som e am azing 
accomplislunents, one of w hich I'll discuss n ext fall in the last 
lecture. 

He sp ent the year 1950-51 on sabbatical at Cambridge, discussed the 
de Haas-Van Alphen effect with Shoenberg, and m entioned to 
the Cambridge people some new ideas on the physical picture 
that seemed to be involved. 
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These apparently were at first not too well unders tood, and at the 
insis tence of his Cambridge colleagues, Onsager v"fote a little 
tlu-ee page paper for publication before he left. 

At about the same time, Ilya Lifshitz, in Kharkov, had the same idea, 
but did not publish a widely available version of it LU1.til1954, 
with his colleague Kosevich. 

The key conclusion of these papers, nam ely, the fact that the 
frequency m easured in the de Haas-Van Alphen effec t is an 
unambiguous m easure of an ex tremal cross-sec tion al area of 
the Fenni surface in k-space, was the fOLUldation for a 
tremendous flowering of measurements of this sort over the 
succeeding decades. 

So one might have exp ected this flowering to start Lllllnedia tely, but 
for some reason many physicis ts seem to have ignored these 
papers for several years. 

For example, a review paper at an international conference in 1957 
made no reference to them, or to any experiments interpreted 
in terms of ex tremal areas. 

Probably the delay was due to a va rie ty of reasons: som e have 
suggested that Onsager's reasoning was too p urely physical to 
impress mathem atically oriented Cambridge p eople; American 
physicists were sometimes careless about reading som e of the 
foreign journals, and certainly by that time had no t becom e 
aware of the brilliance of the Kharkov group; the AlP 
translation journals were only jus t ge tting s tar ted. 

-f"1-,~ .f" us'",~ . 
----')- rAe n~ Iv' a"pri?/fd? J,(~J W'a~ T-he.-- '?'-""1-J?.)~ ",,~ !oF, .. an"" 

The ar!j ufi~er:t It'td~ by Onsager and by Lifshitz i€J:;rekite ttn;: IttpiElity 
o e e aas- an A p l en osci atlOns to t 1e C unenSlOns 0 a 
Fermi surface consists essentially of two s teps, the firs t rela ting 
the quanhU1l number of any closed orbit to its area in k -space, 
and the second showing how ex trem al orbits dornina te the 
observed oscilla tions. ~ ff a. or!) ~j;;1l1 b/u;Cv-.t>'" V'9 

- ';> . ~A'~ A!~J~ (t.:ll '!'?fr d't-:;;~ :-~~ ","u.,. .. ~ e.n?Y'~r~$" u:ql 
VG)~~l'~Gt~~Aer(l. n.-pw sluw. 
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One starts from the flU1damental fac t that a closed orbit in k -space is 
a periodic motion and therefore has a quan tized energy. 

If the m otion is quasiclassical, hat is, if a classical orbit in the given 
po entia ie can ys be pretty well traced out by a wave 
p acket formed by superpositions of several closel s aced 

~ eigenstates of the same ener y, then it is kl10\vn to be a good 
approximation to take the quantization condition as the 
requirem ent that the integral of the classical ac tion over one 
cycle of the classical m otion be an integral multiple of Planck's 
constant h, or m ore precisely, (n+a.)h, where n is an in teger and 
a. is a small constant that is almos t independent of n . 

For the orbits we are interested in we have to restrict the action to 
that p art associated with motion in the plane p erpendicular to 
the magnetic field, as I have indica ted with this subscript 
perpendicular here. 

Now the differential of action is the differential of coordina te times 
the canonically conjugate m omentLU11 for each position on the 
orbit and we kl10w from the classical equations of m otion of a 
charged particle in a magnetic field that when these are p ut into 
Hamiltonian form the momentum conjuga te to any rectangular 
coordinate must be taken to be not jus t the m ass times the 
velocity component, but this minus the charge of the particle 
times the vector p otential at this p oint, divided by the velocity 
of light. 

With a charge of -e this gives the expression here. 

It is easily verified that when we perform the integral arow1d a 
complete orbit, the result is i.ndependent of the cho i.ce of ga uge 
for the vector p otential, so for the present case of a Lmiform 
m agnetic field B we m ay choose the m ost convenient ga uge, 
namely, A=B x r / 2. 

With this choice, the second term in the in tegral involves B x r.L · d r.L. 
and by interch anging the · and x in this product we ge t this 
expression here, where you can recognize 1/ 2 [.L X dr.L as the 
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area of the infinitesimal triangle swept out by the radius vector 
as it changes by drJ.. 

So the whole integral is just the area in coordinate space enclosed by 
the orbit, which I call Arlo. 

Now let's recall that handy little theorem that I proved on the 
transparency earlier devoted to orbits in magnetic fields, 
namely that the orbit in coordinate space is identical to the orbit 
in k-space except for a 90 0 rotation and a change of scale by a 
factor lic/ eB. 

So we can insert the square of this factor, since we are dealing with 
areas, and get the equation on this line here. 

So much for the second term of the integral; the first term can be 
brought into a similar form. 

Namely, as I show on this next line, we can replace the drl. by its time 
derivative times dt. 

We can again make use of the scaling theorem relating the orbits in 
k-space and in coordinate space to express this drJ./ dt by a 
suitable constant times (dkJ./dt) x B, and the drJ. at the end by 
the same constant times dkJ. x B. 

Taking all the constants out in front of the integral sign, we get this 
expression on the right, where the integral is now just twice the 
area of the k-space orbit. 

If we've been careful about the signs, it will turn out that we have to 
put a minus sign in front here, so that the final expression in 
terms of the area of the k-space orbit is just this one down here. 

Combining the two terms, we see that this one is Ininus 2 times this 
one, so the final result, in terms of absolute values, is jus"t what I 
have written here and enclosed in the box. 
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As I'll now show in the nex t transparency, this relation provides a 
simple interpreta tion of the frequency of de Haas-Van Alphen 
oscilla tions. 

It also provides a simple expression for the cyclo tron frequency of 
any possible electron orbit in a given magnetic field. 

As with any periodic motion, the cyclotron frequency times Plan ck's 
constant must equal the energy difference between neighboring 
energy levels, which in the present case means the change of 
energy with change of the quantlU11 number n , keeping the 
orbit in the original plane perpendicular to the magne tic field. 

We can write the change of energy with n as the derivative of energy 
with resp ect to orbit area keeping the component k l\ of the 
wave vector constant, times the derivative of area with respec t 
to n . 

And this las t factor is just this eB/hc here. 

So the final result is just this simple expression on the right. 

Well, what we have to do now is to add up the energies oJ all the 
occupied elec tronic levels in the m agne tic field, to ge t a 
dependence of total energy on field. 

. . .. r 5 Y'IdJ,1'''' fdrutd} 
To do tlus 111 a uantlta tlvely accurate way WOLttd b@ "011";' I!?z@ 88)" but 

what I'm going to s 10W yo u 1ere IS 1a c w m agn etIC h eld is 
varied, the energy will oscillate up and down in an almost 
periodic maImer, and at the absolute zero will have an infinite 
slope in each cycle. 

If all we are interested in is the spacing of these cycles - the wave 
leng th of the p eriodicity, in other words - we can express this 
p eriodicity very simply in terms of areas of ex trem al cross
sec tions of the Fermi surface, that is, areas of intersec tions of 
the Fermi surface with planes perpendicular to the magnetic 
fields that are locally 111.aximlU11 or minimum areas with respect 
to shifting of the plane p arallel to itself. 
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I have repeated here the result of the previous transparency, namely, 
that any closed orbit in a constant magnetic field encloses an 
area in k-space proportional to the quantU1l1 number n of the 
orbit plus a small quantity a less than one and practically 
independent of n, though occupied orbitals may h ave n values 
up into the thousands. 

Besides its cyclotron motion arOLmd the magnetic field, each of these 
eigens tates has a simple running-wave motion parallel to the 
magnetic field B, described by a wave vector k l3 in this 
direction. 

We can make a complete diagram of the energies of all these 
eigenstates as I've shown here. 

If we impose periodic bOLmdary conditions i.n the B direction with a 
repeat distance LB, the quantum munber k iJ "V ill be limited to 
integer multiples of 211: /LIl' so that if we plot the energies 
vertically and kB horizontally all the eigen values can be 
represented as points on vertical lines a t the allowed values of 
k IJ ' and they will be separated vertically by the cyclo tron 
spacings that I discussed on the previous transparency and 
showed to be given by this formula here, which depends on the 
band s tructure through the variation of energy with orbit area. 

o te that all these spacings of nearest-neighbor points in the vertical 
direction are proportional to the magnetic field B. 

While this diagram on the left shows all the allowed energy values, 
we must rem ember that all these energies are highly 
degenerate, in that a state with an orbit of given size and with a 
given value of kB can be centered anywhere inside the crys tal in 
the x or y directions, since the orbits are usually very small 
compared with the dimensions Lx and Lv of the crys tal in the 
directions at right angles to the magnetic field. 

Thus each of these energies corresponds to a number of independent 
wave fLmctions roughly equal to the ratio of the area Lx Lyof the 
cross sec tion of the crys tal divided by the area of the orbit, 
which I called Ar on the previous transparency. 
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Since the cyclotron radius is proportional to the square roo t of the 
magnetic field, this ra tio is proportional to B, and a more 
careful analysis shows the degeneracy of each of my red dots to 
be what I have written here, namely, 2rceLx Ly B divided by fie. 

In this left hand diagram, I have of course been very LUlrealis tic in 
sp acing the red spots so far apart vertically and horizontally. 

I've already noted in fact that there may normally be thousands of 
sp ots on each line over the range from the band bottom, 
indicated by this lower black line, and the Fermi energy, 
indicated by this horizontal Line here. 

The discrepancy in the horizontal spacings is even worse, in tha t the 
number of points from right to left on one of the curves is of the 
order of the l1lunber of atom spacings in the leng th of the 
crys tal. 

For many purposes it is con venient to treat the curves of cons tant n 
as continuous, as I have shown on the right here, a nd to include 
the effects of the degeneracy of the spots of the left-hand 
diagram by simply saying that the l1lU11ber of independent 
sta tes p er LUut range of k ll is just e/fic times the vo lume of the 
crystal times B. 

Now I'm ready to talk about the effect that is responsible for the 
periodic oscillations in many physical prop erties when the 
magnetic field is changed. 

If we increase the m agnetic field all the vertical spacings between the 
red curves here increase, so if the Fermi level were to remain 
cons tant, the minima of the red curves wo uld, one after 
another, pass tlu·ough the Fermi level as show n in these three 
diagrams here. 

In the left-hand figure, the occupied region of the nih curve then goes 
from here to here, and I've called it L'.k lln . 
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A t a slightly higher m agnetic field, 6kBn has slu'unk to zero, as the 
middle diagram shows, and its still higher field the entire nih 
curve lies above the Fermi level and is unoccupied. 

The plot of 6kBn again s t B thus looks like this, "v ith a square root type 
singularity a t the critical field Bn for which the breakthwugh 
occurs. 

At the condition of breaktlu'ough, the area of this central orbit on the 
n ih curve is, by the equation at the top of the page, equal to 
2ne / nc times (n + ex), and this is also the area of the m aXUllLU11 
cross section of the curves formed by intersection of the Fermi 
surface with planes perpendicular to B, w hich I call ,4,n,,, ' 

A t a slightly smaller field, the same sort of breakthrough occurred for 
curve (n+1), so we could also wri te the identical equation with 
(n+ 1) instead of n, and Bn I I ulstead of Bn' 

If we divide the first of these equations by Bn and the second by Bn I I , 

and subtract, and then divide both by Am,,' we ge t this bottom 
equation, which says that the spaculg of the breaktlu'oughs, 
when plotted on the scale of reciprocal magnetic field, is a 
universal constant tUlles the maXUllLU1l cross sec tional area Am"x 
of the Fermi surface. 

The fact that such areas can be measured in this si.mple "vay is the 
essence of O nsager's famous paper of 1952 and of Lifshitz 's 
nearly sunultan eous discovery. 

However, I haven't yet quite finished the argument relatulg the 
period of these "breakthl'ough" events to m easuremen ts of 
magnetic m oment or susceptibili ty. 

My algebra so far has assumed the Fermi level to remain cons tant as 
the magnetic field changes, but if it does so, it's easy to see that 
the total number of electrons Ul the se t of Bloch states we are 
considering will wander up and down with a very rapid 
change near each breakthro ugh. 
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If these are the only conduction elec trons, their total number must 
remain constant. Fortlmately, one can make a simple 
argument, which I am going to skip to save time, that shows 
that even when we impose this condition, with or without 
having additional groups of elec trons to be counted in the total, 
the total energy of the elec trons will s till oscilla te up and down 
with the same periodicity that is embodied in this fonnula. 

Also, it is easy to repea t the argLU1lent I have just given for a 
p eriodicity corresponding to the successive break tlu·oughs of 
these red curves here through the Fermi energy, at the k z value 
corresponding to a maximum-area orbit, but using instea d the 
breaktm"oughs corresponding to a minimlU1l-area orbit. 

Moreover, these p eriodicities will appear regardless of whether the 
orbit encloses an elec tron region or a hole region. 

So when one takes a specific substance and m easures the magnetic 
moment, which of course is just minus the derivative of energy 
or free energy with respect to m agnetic field, for a given field 
direction, one can expec t the results to fall on a rather 
complicated curve with oscillations a t several different 
frequencies, corresponding to maxilllLU1l- or milllillum-area 
orbits of electrons or holes . 

To give yo u a quick idea of what typical data m ay look like I have 
shown here a more or less random sample from a paper ill the 
early literature describing some work done a t the Case Ins titute 
of TeclUlology on alLuninum. 

The ordillate is proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample, 
m easured by a torque method, and the abscissa is the reciprocal 
of the magnetic field, maintailwd in a sp ecified orientation. 

You can see a very rapid oscillation, superposed on a much more 
gradual one, and varia tions in the la tter that turn out to be 
bea ts. 
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The beats are much more easily seen in the lower diagram, which is 
simply the right-hand hall or so of the upper one with the rapid 
oscilla tions filtered out. 

These da ta plus m any other similar rW1S give a fairly de tailed picture 
of a complicated Fermi surface in the uppermost of the partially 
occupied conduction bands of a luminum, and one that can be 
nicely correla ted with first-principles theoretical calculations. 

In these and most other modern observa tions, the effec t of raising 
temperature or introducing impurities into the crys tal can also 
provide useful information on the effective masses of the 
different groups of elec trons and on the sca ttering times . 

A t about this time I should call attention to an important theoretical 
p aper having to do with fundamental theory. 

All the calcula tions I' ve been discussing for the de Haas-Van Alphen 
effec t, and the further theore tical work I'll discuss presently for 
other magnetic field effects, is based on approximate solutions 
of the quantum-mechanical equations of m otions for elec trons 
of a crystal in a magnetic field, equations that go back to the 
early work of Peierls in 1933. 

But these quantum-mechanical equations were themselves only 
approximations, and ques tions have arisen from time to time 
about their range of validity. 

In an important 1959 pap er, Walter Ko lu1, at that time a professor a t 
Carnegie Tech and a visitor at Imperial College, undertook a 
perturbational calculation of the effec t of a magnetic field on 
the wave equation for Bloch elec trons, an d showed how the 
equations in current use could be justified to lowest order in the 
field and corrected in higher orders. 

Here the things I have been talking about have all been just the key 
discoveries in the area of time-independen t bulk effects, and 
I' ve used orange boxes for them . 
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Subsequently, of course, there has been a steady stream of work done 
on these topics, with constantly improving experimental 
techniques and ranges of magnetic fields and so on. 

But now I should go on and look at other types of magneto
oscillatory effects. 

I'll start with magneto-acoustic resonances, that also occur in the bulk 
of a metal, but where the orbital motion of an electron in a 
magnetic field resonates with the time or space dependence of 
the strain due to an ultrasonic pulse. 

I've used green boxes for several effects of this type. 

The first report of such an effect was by Hans Bommel, a physicist 
who had come, from Switzerland I think, to Bell Laboratories 
and became interested in the rapid decrease of ultrasonic 
absorption in some metals when they were cooled below their 
superconducting temperature, an effect theoretically expected 
because of the decrease in concentration of normal-state 
electrons. 

He did some experiments on tin, and found that in his purest 
material, in the normal state, the ultrasonic attenuation 
decreased as the intensity of a magnetic field perpendicular to 
the ultrasonic propagation direction increased, but then 
reversed and increased again before permanently decreasing. 

At the time, he had no explanation for this oscillatory behavior, but 
he did find that it was absent if the magnetic field was along 
the ultrasonic propagation direction. 

The explanation of these contrasting behaviors was given in a 1957 
paper by Brian Pippard, coincidentally the same year in which 
he published his determination of the Fermi surface shape for 
copper from the anomalous skin effect, which I discussed a few 
minutes ago. 

His picture was given a more careful and complete formulation a few 
years later in a paper by Morrel Cohen of the University of 
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Chicago, his student Michael Harrison, and Walter Harrison, 
who at that time was at General Electric. 

While the detailed calculations are much too tedious for a lecture of 
VG-/fJ £ this sort, they are based on a few fairly simple ideas that I've 

tried to show in this transparency. 

We have two systems, the conduction electrons and the sound wave, 
and these exert forces on each other. 

The electrons receive an effective push from the vibratiI1g ions that 
has two sources, a local electric field and the collisions of the 
electrons with the phonons of the lattice or impurities in it. 

For our crude description, it is adequate to regard this push as 
proportional to the relative velocity of the ions and the 
electrons. 

Now a variety of conditions are at the control of the experimenter, 
namely, the frequency and wave vector of the sound and the 
direction of its polarization, the magnitude and direction of the 
magnetic field, and to some extent at least the perfection of the 
crystal and certainly the temperature. 

Variation of these conditions makes possible quite a nUlnber of 
different kinds of experiments, in which various effects show 
up. 

I won't have time to describe all of these, but I can at least start out 
with one of the most widely used sets of conditions, which 
produces what have been called "geometric oscillations", 
namely, a shear wave propagating perpendicularly to the 
magnetic field, and polarized perpendicularly to it also. 

At a given instant of time, the velocity of the lattice ions will vary 
along the direction of the wave as shown by the red sine curve 
here. 
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With the magnetic field perpendicular to the diagram, consider the 
orbits of electrons at the Fermi surface and with a given value 
of the wave vector component along the magnetic field. 

For electrons passing through this point here, at coordinate A, if they 
are moving upward, the projection of their motion on the plane 
of the diagram will be the green curve shown here; if they are 
moving straight down, it will be the purple curve over here. 

The former will be accelerated by the lattice push, the latter 
decelerated. 

Now I have drawn this diagram for the special case wl'lere the 
diameter of the orbit is exactly equal to a half wave length of 
the acoustic wave, which will not move appreciably during this 
half revolution because the velocity of sound is very lnuch 
smaller than the Fermi velocity. 

Therefore, as you can see, in the case drawn the electrons on the 
green orbit are accelerated again on the opposite side, and the 
electrons on the purple orbit are again decelerated. 

So if the electrons perform several revolutions before being scattered, 
the average velocity of the two groups will be continually 
accelerated upward at point A, though less and less strongly as 
this average approaches closer and closer to the particle 
velocity of the ions. 

If this sort of resonance occurs for electrons on an extrelnal cross
section of the Fermi surface, the behavior of these electrons will 
dominate the average for the entire set of electrons, and the 
steady-state rate of transfer of energy from the wave to the 
electrons will be a minimum as compared with what it would 
be if the resonance did not occur. 

One can verify this by considering, for example, what the behavior of 
these same electron groups would be if the acoustic wavelength 
were just equal to the orbit diameter, as I have indicated with 
the dotted brown curve. 
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Indeed, the observed variation of attenuation with the ratio of 
extremal orbit diameter to wavelength is as I have shown over 
here. 

This sort of resonance was pioneered by Morse and Gavenda at 
Brown University in 1959, and has become fairly widely used 
smce. 

Different types of effects involving similar physics have been studied 
by a number of workers too, but I won't have time to discuss 
them. 

v~ II~ Now let me go on to the next category of oscillatory effects, namely, 
orbital resonance effects in the response of a metal surface to an 
external high-frequency electric field. 

These effects differ from the anomalous skin effect tha t I described 
earlier in that they involve a magnetic field and a spatial or 
temporal resonance of a periodic orbital motion of an electron. 

The first such to be discovered was a simple cyclotron resonance, 
experimentally discovered and theoretically interpreted by 
Azbel' and Kaner of the Kharkov group. 

The physical principle is quite simple, as can be seen here. 

A high-quality metal single crystal is prepared with a sInooth flat 
surface, as indicated by the horizontal black line here, and is 
incorporated as part of the wall of a microwave cavity, so that 
microwaves of known frequency impinge on the surface from 
below. 

If the electric field is made parallel to the surface, electrons iI1 the thin 
skin-depth layer will receive a horizontal acceleration. 

If now a magnetic field is present parallel to the surface, and 
perpendicular to the plane of my diagram, and if we focus for 
the moment on a particular group of electrons whose cyclotron 
orbit is closed, these electrons will follow their cyclotron orbit, 
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which in general is a spiral, and after one cyclotron period will 
return to the skin depth, as shown by the red curve. 

If they have not been scattered by this time, they will receive a second 
acceleration here, and they continue receiving successive 
impulses for several or even many returns, if their Inean-free 
path before scattering is long enough. 

However, for the successive impulses to cumulate and produce a 
strong cyclotronic disturbance, it is of course necessary that the 
frequency of the microwave signal be such as to make the push 
in the same direction every time the electron group returns. 

This will of course happen if the cyclotron frequency omega c and the 
microwave frequency omega are the same, but it can also 
happen, though of course less efficiently, if the Inicrowave field 
goes through an exact number of cycles in the time required for 
the cyclotron orbit to be completed. 

Now of course electrons from different sections of the Fermi surface 
in general have different cyclotron frequencies, but as we have 
found in many of the other cases we've been talking about that 
involve electrons in cyclotron orbits, the distribution of 
frequencies is peaked at the frequency corresponding to that of 
orbits of extremal area. 

So in typical experiments, quite well-developed peaks in the surface 
resistance versus magnetic field are normally seeI1, froln which 
the cyclotron frequencies of extremal orbits can be inferred. 

Note that this type of measurement yields the cyclotron frequency for 
extremal orbits, rather than direct information on the 
dimensions of the Fermi surface, as do most of the other 
schemes I have been currently discussing. 

This still provides useful information about the band structure since, 
as I showed a few minutes ago, it is inversely proportional to 
the derivative of orbit area with respect to energy. 
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A few years later, however, the same Kharkov group, especially the 
experimentalist Gantmakher and the theorist, Kaner, 
discovered a class of effects that measure the diInensions of 
Fermi surfaces by measuring the dimensions of cyclotron 
orbits. 

In contrast to the cyclotron resonance effects I have been describing, 
these experiments used an enormously lower frequency, much 
smaller than the cyclotron frequency, so that in thinking about 
the motion of the electrons, one can think of the fields as 
essentially constant in time. 

However, they must still be at a high enough freque11cy to produce a 
marked skin effect, that is, a skin depth much smaller than the 
cyclotron radius. 

One uses a thin-slab sample with a thickness rather s111aller than the 
electronic mean-free path at the low temperattlre where the 
experiment is conducted but of the order of the cyclotron 
diameter over a feasible range of magnetic fields. 

In the simplest case, consider a horizontally polarized radio 
frequency field to be applied to the lower surface of the slab 
with a magnetic field normal to the plane of the diagraln, very 
much as in the Azbel'-Kaner diagram up above. 

Any electrons whose orbits are of lesser diameter than the thickness 
of the slab will then return repeatedly to the lower surface and 
move essentially horizontally through the skin depth again, 
receiving an additional acceleration. 

But if the cyclotron orbit has a diameter greater than the thickness of 
the slab, the electrons will strike the upper surface, and for 
most surfaces will be diffusely reflected from it, so that they 
have very little chance of being on a different cyclotron orbit 
that passes through the lower skin depth. 

Thus there will be a discontinuous behavior of the surface resistance 
when the magnetic field reaches a value at which the largest 
cyclotron orbit no longer reaches the upper surface. 
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In this way the diameter of the orbit becomes known, and this is 
easily converted into the diameter of the Fermi surface . 

It turns out that one can find a similar anom.aly from ch ains of two or 
more orbits, as shown in the diagram dow n here, and in fac t 
quite clear resonances corresponding to multiple chains have 
often been observed. 

Another way of studying these resonances, based on the fact tha t 
they involve orbits that are tangent to the upper surface as well 
as the lower surface, is by measurement of the transmission 
through a slab of known thickness. 

I've left till the last what is p erhaps the mos t interes ting of the 
Gantmakher-typ e size effec ts, nam ely, the tilted-field 
resonances. 

When the magnetic field makes a significa nt angle with the m etal 
surface, the spiral orbits of electrons with a suitable com.ponent 
of wave vector kl3 along the magnetic field can becom e tangent 
to both surfaces a t points separated by half Ll revolution, as 
shown by the red curve in this bottom diagrLlm, and this 
occurrence can influence the measured sLU-£ace i.lllpedance. 

The depth ch an ge 6 Z between a maximum and a minunLU1l of the red 
curve dep ends of course on the value of kij, Ll nd Ul general h as 
a lllaXUllLUll for some kG < k" . 

When with ulcreasulg B the maximum 6Z first ge ts less than the 
~ thickness d of the metal~here is a discontuluity in the surface 

unpedance, and this gives information about the cross section 
of the Fermi surface at the value of kl3 for which the maXUllLU1l 
6z occurs. 

This effect, and its elaborations, differ from all the o ther m agneto
oscillatory effects I have been discussulg Ul tha t it gives 
infornlation on non-ex tremal cross sec tions. 
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It has been effectively used to measure Fermi surface shape in 
situations where questions have been raised regarding the 
possibility of a domain-like orientation of an anisotropic Fermi 
surface dependent on the direction of a magnetic field. 

Well, this concludes the present lecture, which I hope has given a 
perspective on how metallic band structures gradually became 
tools with which theorists and experimentalists could work 
comfortably together. 

Next fall, in Lecture 8, I hope to take up how the study of electron
electron interactions provided an understanding of why the 
Bloch-band picture had worked much better than one would 
reasonably have expected, and at the same time directed 
attention to new phenomena not describable by band theory 
alone. 
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ilolution of 

For the benefit of those 'i..r \rho did not , 
hear my earlier lectures, ana as a merrrory-rerrt:si1er to those 
who did, I'll start with just a few words about the 
organization of the lec tures, and about how this lecture and 
the ones following relate to what has gone before. 

As you will recall, early in this century the physicists of the 
world finally realized that to understand solids they had to 
overcome two major challenges. 

First, they had to think of solids as m ade up of a tom s and the 
atoms as made up of electrons and nuclei; second, the 
physical laws obeyed by these entities are quantum. laws 
which generalize the laws of classical physics in ways that a t 
first were extrem ely puzzling. 

In the last few lec tures we've discussed how in the first half of 
the century a ren.arkable variety of new discoveries were 
made about the physics of crystals made of atoms that almost 
obey classical mechanics. 

We devoted lecture IV, however, to a discussion of how the 
new quantum laws cause a ttention to be direc ted to 
delocalized electronic states in crys tals, and energy band 
structures, which could be approximately calcula ted from 
theory, and which could form a framework for lmderstanding 
many properties. 

In tha t lecture we focused finally on the rapid advances that 
were made in semiconductor physics by the close interplay of 
theory and exp eriment, and on the importance for this 
progress of the contributions of chemis ts and materials 
physicists in the purification of m aterials and the grow th of 
perfect crys tals. 
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I want to devote the first part of today's lecture to a somewhat 
analogous discussion of energy bands in metals, and their 
relation to a wide variety of properties, which can be used to 
construct remarkably detailed and accurate pichlres of band 
structures. 

I won't say much of anything in this lecture about the purely 
theoretical side of band structure, since I covered the 
techniques for calculating one-electron wave functions and 
energies in crystals in lecture IV, and I'll devote a lot of time in 
the next lecture, lecture VII, to the very important question 
regarding the meaningfulness of one-electron energies and 
wave functions in what is really a problem with many 
strongly interacting electrons. 

In the latter part of the present lecture, I'll talk about localized 
states of electrons in crystals, and especially about their 
importance for many properties of non-lnetals. 

So I'll start now with metals, and the first thing I want to say 
about them is that it is usually much harder to extract from 
experiments the detailed and precise information one would 
like to know about the band structures of metals than it is to 
do the same for semiconductors. 

For semiconductors our major interest is in knowing the 
energies and wave vectors of the Bloch states near the 
minimum energy point or points of the conduction ba11d, and 
the maximum energy states of the occupied band, since it is in 
these states that the conduction electrons or holes move in 
most experiments at moderate temperatures. 

Since the band edges usually occur at points of high 
symmetry in momentum space, and since the variation of 
energy with wave vector near these points is usually 
quadratic or nearly so, the knowledge we seek is usually 
expressible in terms of a small number of parameters or 
options. 

For metals, on the other hand, most measurable properties 
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involve at the very least electrons near all parts of the Fermi 
surface, which can extend over a large region of momentum 
space and be of quite complicated shape. 

Moreover, many properties, particularly in transport, involve 
scattering processes for electrons between different portions 
of the Fermi surface, which may have complicated 
anisotropies, etc. 

So it should not be surprising that for many years our 
information on the band structures of metals remained rather 
unsatisfactory, in that for most metals there was no way of 
checking experimentally the validity of the ba11d structure 
pictures that purely theoretical calculations were starting to 
produce, although gross features such as total band width 
could be at least roughly checked. 

Eventually a variety of experimental techniques were 
developed that made possible very detailed and sometimes 
very accurate information about band structures to be 
extracted, and I want to spend a sizable amount of time 
discussing these. 

But before I start on them I'd like to give a brief perspective on 
the cruder sources of information, the leading ones of wInch 
I've indicated here. 

As I discussed in lecture IV last spring, Bloch's classic paper of 
1928 and the extensions of it that were made in the next few 
years provided natural interpretations for a number of 
phenomena that had been experimentally observed for some 
time but not previously understood. 

For example, the specific heats of metals were known to be 
dominated at low temperatures by the thermal excitation of 
conduction electrons from below to above the FerIni level. 

According to the wave-mechanical theory of Bloch bands, this 
specific heat should be proportional to the number of 
quantum states per unit energy at the Fermi level. 
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This in turn should be, at least crudely, proportional to the 
number of conduction electrons per unit volume and 
inversely proportional to the width of the occupied baI1d or 
bands. 

Again, as Peierls showed in his 1929 papers on the Hall effect, 
electrons occupying only the low part of an energy band 
would give rise to a negative Hall coefficient, whereas a 
positive Hall coefficient would be expected if the Fermi level 
were near the top of a band. 

And of course the third great triumph of the band theory was 
the explanation of why some solids are metals and others are 
insulators which, as Wilson pointed out in 1931, depends 
simply on whether the number of electrons available exactly 
fills an integral number of bands or whether the lowest energy 
state requires that some band or bands be filled only partially. 

A corollary of course is that every insulator has a band gap 
separating the empty bands from the conduction bands, and 
the width of this band gap can be studied by optical and other 
means. 

Now in addition to these long-familiar properties of solids, I'd 
like to mention here a couple of effects discovered more 
recently that also yielded comparable information on band 
structures. 

In 1934 Henry O'Bryan at MIT collaborated with the British 
spectroscopist Skinner, who was visiting froln Mott's group at 
Bristol, in a study of the wave length distribution of x-rays 
just beyond the onset of emission due to filling of core holes 
by valence electrons. 

A couple of examples of what they found for n1etals are 
shown in this picture here. 

I have plotted vertically the intensity of the elnitted x-rays, 
and horizontally their quantum energy. 
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For the K shell emission edge of the metal lithium the curve 
looks like this, with a sharp cut off here at the maximum 
energy, corresponding to an electron at the Fermi energy 
falling into the K shell hole, a maximum of intensity at an 
energy slightly lower, and a gradual falling to zero intensity a 
few electron volts lower, corresponding to electrons near the 
bottom of the conduction band with probably SOl1le straggling 
due to energy loss by collisions. 

For the K edge of aluminum the picture is similar, except that 
the horizontal width of the plot, corresponding to the energy 
width of the conduction band, is several times greater, as one 
expects because of the higher electron density in aluminum. 

So this sort of experiment provides a nice Ineasure of the 
conduction band width of any metal. 

Using sources of information such as these, theorists of the 
1930s and 1940s were able to draw a number of l1leaningful 
though rather crude conclusions regarding the band 
structures of many metals. 

For example, the overall conduction band widths for metals 
on the left side of the periodic table tended to be of the same 
order of magnitude as would be expected for a free electron 
gas with the normal mass and the density of valence electrons 
for each metal. 

For the transition metals, on the other hand, there was usually 
a high density of states at the Fermi energy, reasonably 
attributable to a complex of narrow but overlapping bands 
arising from the partially filled d shells of the atoms. 

Graphite, though metallic, has a negligible density of states at 
its Fermi energy, yet a very wide conduction band. 

But through all these years there was almost no solid 
empirical evidence on the shapes of the Fermi surfaces, 
although theoretical calculations of the type I discussed in 
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lecture IV, were starting to predict all sorts of cOlnplicated 
shapes for polyvalent metals. 

50 there was a real need for better sources of information, and 
indeed, theoretical work of the 30's and 40's was already 
beginning to foreshadow useful types of new experiments. 

Let's take a look now at some of these. 

As I mentioned a few minutes ago, the roots of some of these 
developments go back well into the pre-W.W. II period; in 
fact, what is perhaps the most important and most powerful 
of these experimental tools grew out of a variety of studies 
inspired by the work of the Russian physicist Peter Kapitza, 
whose superiors in the Soviet Union had supported him for a 
long visit to western Europe, and especially to Calnbridge 
University. 

There he spent about a decade setting up and operating a 
laboratory to study matter in intense magnetic fields, which 
he obtained by pulsing electromagnets at very high currents 
for short times. 

His work in this previously unexplored area aroused the 
interest not only of his colleagues in western Europe, but also 
of other Russian scientists who were able to ll1ake briefer 
visits to Cambridge. 

These included the versatile young theorist Landau and the 
experimentalist 5chubnikov, who had been given support for 
a visit with the low-temperature group at Leiden. 

In 1930, Schubnikov and de Haas reported the observation of 
oscillations in the dependence of the resistivity of bismuth on 
magnetic field at low temperatures. 

Though the oscillations were noticeable only at rather large 
fields, they had a precise periodicity if plotted against the 
reciprocal of the field. 
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Shortly thereafter, de Haas and Van Alphen Ineasured the 
magnetic susceptibility of bismuth single crystals at similarly 
high fields and low temperatures, and found that this 
property, too, showed oscillations periodic in reciprocal field. 

At about the same time, and independently, Landau, on a tour 
of western European universities, attacked the problem of the 
diamagnetism of a free electron gas from the sta11dpoint of 
wave mechanics, and showed that there should be an orbital 
diamagnetism competing with Pauli's spin paramagnetism 
and that under ideal conditions this diamagnetisln should 
exhibit oscillations periodic in the reciprocal of tIle Inagnetic 
field. 

However, not having heard that such oscillations had just 
been seen at Leiden, he thought that with available fields and 
temperatures these oscillations would be so rapid that they 
would be completely washed out by field inhomogeneities. 

Of course, as later work was to show, the extremely low 
effective mass of the electrons in bismuth stretched out the 
period of the oscillations enormously, and lllade theln visible 
in the earliest Leiden experiments, and improvements in 
magnets were ultimately made that enabled extremely 
uniform fields to be used. 

Experimentalists elsewhere of course soon undertook to look 
for the de Haas-Van Alphen oscillations in various Inetals, 
and theorists undertook to broaden the scope of the theory. 

Very soon Peierls, who as you will remember had pio11eered 
the understanding of the effect of magnetic fields on the 
motion of Bloch electrons, showed that for certain possible 
types of band structure the diamagnetism could be dominated 
by small numbers of electrons and holes in different parts of 
k-space possessing extremely small effective lllasses, and that 
in such case the phase of the predicted oscillations would 
change much more gradually with changes in Inagnetic field 
than for electrons of normal mass. 
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I'll explain in a few minutes how this comes about. 

Landau, also, continued thinking about the effect and when 
Shoenberg came for an extended visit at Kapitza's new 
Institute for Physical Problems in Moscow, Landau quickly 
showed him a rather complete theory of the de Haas-Van 
Alphen effect for electrons with a quadratic dispersion 
relation near a band edge point. 

Shoenberg soon completed a pioneer experilnent of greater 
accuracy than the earlier ones, because of his ability to work 
with a nearly uniform field and measure the susceptibility by 
a torque technique rather than by a force generated in a non
uniform field. 

His new results could be interpreted in detail using Landau's 
new theoretical results, which were as yet unpublished, and 
yielded valuable information about the band structure of 
bismuth. 

But by this time Landau had disappeared, suddenly a11d 
without explanation. 

Such disappearances were however rather common in the 
years 1936-39 when the Stalin purges were at their height, 
and numerous scientists as well as political leaders 
disappeared. 

Fortunately, Kapitza, who as head of the Institllte had 
influential connections, was eventually able to persuade the 
authorities that it would be a disaster for Soviet physics if 
Landau, who though only about 30 years old had an 
enormous world-wide reputation, could not continue as a 
member of his team. 

But in the meantime, Shoenberg had been told that although 
his work had to be published first in a Russian journal, even 
an acknowledgement to Landau, an "enemy of the people", 
would be unthinkable. 
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So a full publication of the experiments with their theoretical 
interpretations occurred only in 1939, when the English paper 
appeared with an appendix by Peierls reconstructing 
Landau's theory. 

But all this effort just concerned bismuth and possible other 
materials with a small number of electrons near the bottom of 
a band and having a quadratic dependence of energy on wave 
vector, or with a small number of holes with a sil1lilar 
property. 

As experimental resolutions iInproved after World War II, the 
de Haas-Van Alphen oscillations began to be seen in more 
metals, most of which had more complicated band structures, 
and after a few early years of floundering with inadequate 
attempts to bring theory and experiment together, SUCll 
experiments became a rich source of information on band 
structures. 

In the years that followed, this start with the de Haas-Van 
Alphen effect was followed by the discovery of a wide variety 
of additional effects based on the frequencies and dimensions 
of electrons in strong magnetic fields. 

These so-called "magneto-oscillatory effects" (including the de 
Haas-Van Alphen effect) deserve quite a bit of further 
discussion. 

But for the present I want to continue toward the goal of the 
present transparency, which has been to sketch a broad 
perspective of all the main experimental sources of 
information. 

So I'll just put this lowest orange box here as a relnlllder that 
there's more to say in the magneto-oscillatory area, and go on 
to discuss some of the other effects that came into use before 
the middle 60's, though they also needed a little til1le to 
develop into accurate and convenient sources of iIlforlnation. 

One particularly simple such was the behavior of the 
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resistance and Hall effect in a metal in very high Inagnetic 
fields, for which I've used green boxes. 

In weak magnetic fields, as I think I've made clear already, 
these conduction phenomena depend in a very complicated 
way on the solution of a transport equation dependent not 
only on all the parameters of the band structure, but also on 
the directionally-dependent and temperature-dependent 
probabilities for scattering of electrons from OI1.e portion of the 
Fermi surface to another. 

But in high magnetic fields, the situation becomes lnuch 
simpler, because the bending of electron orbits into spirals 
and cycloids by the magnetic field greatly reduces the effect of 
scattering, and can cause the electron distribution to approach 
a form dependent only on the band structure, and not on the 
sca ttering. 

I've shown a few simple concepts on the projection over here. 

Consider first the motion of a Bloch electron in a uniform 
magnetic field, with no external electric field imposed, and no 
sca ttering. 

As has been known since the 1929 work of Peierls, which I 
discussed in Lecture IV, the wave vector k of the electron 
moves through k-space at a rate proportional to the cross 
product of its velocity dr/dttimes the magnetic field B, as 
shown here. 

If we consider just the motion of the cOinponents of k and r in 
directions perpendicular to B, the equation determines the r 
motion in terms of the k motion, or vice versa. 

However, it says nothing at all about the r lllotion parallel to 
B, because this gives a zero contribution to the right hand 
side. 

So, just considering the perpendicular components, we can 
integrate the equation for the motion of a wave packet with 
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initial wave vector ko and position ro, to give this next 
equation, which simply says that the projection of the k-space 
orbit on a plane perpendicular to B and the corresponding 
projection for the position-space orbit are curves of identical 
shape, but differing by a scale factor effic and a relative 
rotation of 90 degrees about the direction of B. 

Now I'd like to say a few words about the geometrical 
properties of the orbits in k-space for the sort of cases I've 
been discussing, that is, Inagnetic field only. 

These orbits not only lie in a plane perpendicular to B, as 
implied by the equations we've been discussll1g, but also do 
not change the energy, so they lie on a constant-energy 
surface in k-space. 

But they may be of either of two types. 

For definiteness, let's use the picture in which the wave vector 
k is allowed to range over an infinite wave vector space, the 
energy being a function of position in this space that repeats 
itself periodically with the period of the reciprocal lattice. 

Then if the orbit, which is a curve of intersection of a constant
energy surface with the plane, is a closed curve confined to a 
finite region, it is what is called a "closed" orbit. 

I have shown an example here, with the constant-energy 
surface outlined in black, the B vector pointing up this way, 
and the orbit shown in red. 

On the other hand, it may happen that the constant-energy 
surface extends periodically to infinity and that the 
orientation of B is such that the intersection - the red curve 
again - also goes continuously to infinity. 

In such case the orbit is called an "open" orbit. 

As I'll tell you in a minute, the presence of open orbits on the 
Fermi surface can greatly affect the magneto resistance a11d 
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Hall effect at large magnetic fields. 

The difference arises from the different behavior of these two 
types of orbits when there is a weak electric field present in 
addition to the magnetic field. 

If we still assume no scattering, a snlall constant electric field 
simply adds to the motion in the magnetic field alone an 
additional constant rate of drift of the k-space orbit in the 
direction of the electric field. 

However, this shift in k-space will speed up the electrons in 
some parts of its orbit and slow it down in others, and so 
modify the forces exerted by the magnetic field on it. 

Since the wave vector of the electron stays always in its 
original plane normal to B, and since its energy is ordinarily 
bounded, the orbit will, if it remains unscattered, approach a 
steady state shape in k-space, which I show in the bottom 
diagram in green. 

Since the k-space orbit repeats itself, the time average of 
dkl dt will be zero, and we can get the average velocity in 
position space, where the motion is that of an advancing 
cycloid, by simply taking the tune average of the equation of 
motion here. 

The result, very simple and quite universal, is a velocity 
perpendicular to both E and B and of magnitude equal to the 
velocity of light times E/B. 

The only exception comes when the orbit fails to achieve a 
steady state, as can happen for an open orbit wIlen the electric 
field, besides being perpendicular to the nlagnetic field, is also 
perpendicular to the Inean orientation of the open orbit. 

In such cases the energy of the orbit can oscillate in time 
through a large range, if scattering does not intervene, the 
frequency of the oscillation being proportional to the electric 
field. 
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Well, now I can resume the historical story. 

In a landmark paper in 1956, the Russian physicists Lifshitz, 
Azbel' and Kaganov applied the concepts I've just been 
discussing to the prediction of the behavior of the Inagneto 
resistance and Hall effect in metals at very high Inagnetic 
fields. 

Here the criterion for a magnetic field to be "high" is that the 
time required for Fermi-level electrons to con1plete a cycle of 
their motion around an orbit should be short compared with 
the mean time between scattering events. 

When this condition is fulfilled, the electron distribution will 
approximate the steady-state distribution that would be 
achieved for no scattering at all, when all the orbits are of such 
a type that such a steady-state should exist, and then the 
calculations of the effects of any given amount of scattering 
can be calculated as a small correction term. 

To bring theory and experiment together, one needs a good 
source of high magnetic fields and, at the saIne tin1e, Inetal 
crystals of high perfection and purity and the ability to study 
them at low temperatures. 

Although these conditions would have been difficult to satisfy 
in earlier decades, by the late 1950s they could be satisfied for 
a number of metals at a number of laboratories in various 
parts of the world. 

The first attempts at getting Fermi surface inforn1ation from 
high-field magnetoresistance were Inade in Russia by 
Gaidukov and Alekseevskii at the Institute for Physical 
Problems in Moscow, which was now under the directorship 
of Kapitza. 

Almost simultaneously, copper, gold, and several other 
metals were studied at Bell Laboratories by Klu1zler and 
Klauder, and by Renton. 
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Kunzler and Renton were experimentalists, and Kunzler had 
just been doing very extensive work on phonon drag thermal 
magnetic effects in germanium with Ted Geballe and me, 
while John Klauder was a very versatile theoretician Wil0 had 
started out as an engineer, been supported by the cOlnpany to 
take a Ph.D in physics at Princeton, had specialized in general 
relativity, and returned to Bell where he continued to pursue 
his illterest in fundamental physics, branclled into solid-state 
and laser physics also, and became for many years the Editor 
of the Journal of Mathematical Physics. 

Both the first Kunzler-Klauder paper and an approximately 
simultaneous one by Gaidukov confirmed the neck structure 
of the Fermi surface of copper that had been inferred a few 
years earlier by Pippard, which I'll discuss in a lllinute. 

Work of this sort has of course continued ever since, but to 
maintain a proper historical perspective I should discuss 
several other tools for getting information for PerIni surfaces, 
many of which also became prominent around the late 1950s. 

Indeed, the very area I've just been talking about, orbits of 
electrons in magnetic fields, provided opportullities for the 
study of a lot of effects having to do with the llleasurement of 
oscillations in time or oscillations in space. 

These are so numerous that I will have to go in a lllinute to 
another transparency to list them. 

On the present transparency I've silnply put a box here 
referring to magneto-oscillatory effects. 

Before I turn to these, I'd just like to mention two or three 
effects not involving magnetic fields, that have COlne to be 
very useful. 

One of these, the anomalous skin effect, was actually the first 
to yield quantitative nontrivial information about the shape of 
a metallic Fermi surface. 
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The idea goes back to the 1940s, when Brian Pippard, doing 
experiments at Cambridge, found puzzling results in his 
studies of the surface impedance of luetals at teluperatures 
low enough to make the electron mean-free path longer than 
the skin depth - the thickness of the surface layer to which the 
electric current due to a transverse A.C. field is confined. 

He asked his theoretical colleague Sondheimer if he could 
improve on the existing theory of the skin effect, and 
Sondheimer, in collaboration with his lllathelllatician friend 
Reuter, succeeded in doing so. 

This theory showed how the surface impedance for a 
mono crystalline specimen would depend on the shape and 
orientation of the Fermi surface, instead of being merely 
expressible in terms of the conductivity of the llletai. 

However, it was not until 1957 that Pippard succeeded in 
bringing theory and experiment together and illferring that 
although copper is monovalent, like the alkali llletals, its 
Fermi surface does not consist of a simple quasi-spherical 
region, but of a distorted sphere which touches tile 
boundaries of the first Brillouin zone in neck-like regions at 
the [111] faces. 

Here is a picture of the Fermi surface he inferred from 11is 
measurements of surface impedance of variously oriented 
plane faces of a copper single crystal at microwave 
frequencies. 

The straight lines show the outline of the first Brillouin zone, 
which is determined by the face-centered crystal structure of 
copper. 

The Fermi surface shown can be roughly described as a 
sphere that has been sufficiently distorted to produce 
projections in the [111] type directions that lllake contact with 
the hexagonal faces of the Brillouin zone in these circular 
regions that are shown in black. 
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The Bloch wave eigenfunction associated with any wave 
vector on one of these circles of contact, such. as the one I've 
identified by the orange spot here, is identical with the 
eigenfunction associated with the mirror iInage point on the 
circle on the opposite face, as shown down here. 

So there can be orbits in wave vector space that cross one of 
the hexagonal planes at such a point, and reappear on the 
other side perfectly smoothly. 

One can follow these more naturally by usin.g the redlu1dant 
infinite wave vector space, in which the Fermi surface appears 
as an infinite collection of connected spheres, as shown in the 
bottom diagram. 

It is impressive that the dimensions of the necks, as iI1ferred 
by Pippard from his anomalous skin effect Ineasurelnents, 
were reasonably well confirmed quantitatively a few years 
later by magnetoresistance measurements I ll1entioned a 
minute ago, and in subsequent years by various otl1er 
techniques. 

Unfortunately, the theory of the anomalous skin effect is 
rather complicated, so about all I can do by way of giving you 
an explanation of how one can infer a Fermi surface shape 
from the experiments will be to demonstrate one enabling 
fact. 

Namely, I can indicate why the total current per unit area 
induced in the metal by a given a.c. field parallel to the 
surface should depend on the orientation of the ll1acroscopic 
surface with respect to the Fermi surface of the electrons. 

I have tried to show in the upper left hand diagram here the 
qualitative behavior of the electric field in the skiI1 depth. 

If the metal surface is oriented horizontally, with the Inetal 
below this line and vacuum above, then according to the skin 
effect calculation that you have probably all seen in your 
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electricity and magnetism course, a horizontally polarized 
alternating electric field at the surface will be propagated into 
the metal as a damped wave, a snapshot of which would look 
like the black curve over here, plotting electric field 
horizontally against depth vertically, this particular snapshot 
being taken at a moment when the surface field is at its 
maximum value pointing right. 

At later times, the field plot will oscillate, and propagate into 
the metal as a damped wave. 

This elementary calculation, that I've assumed you are 
familiar with, is of course for the case where the current at any 
depth is proportional to the electric field at that depth, or in 
other words, where the conductivity is local and 
instantaneous. 

This obviously can be the case only if the mean free path of 
the electrons is small compared with the skin depth. 

In the anomalous skin effect, where the n1ean free path lnay 
be much larger than the skin depth, the conductivity is highly 
non-local, and the shapes of the curves are son1ewhat 
different, but the qualitative picture remains tl1e san1e, if the 
frequency is not too high. 

So now let's think about how an electric field varying in this 
lnanner in space and time will affect the lnotion of the 
conduction electrons. 

I'm going to talk about the distribution of the electrons in the 
quasi-classical approximation where one neglects the 
uncertainty principle and speaks of an electron as having 
simultaneously a position in real space and a position in wave 
vector space. 

On this level, the distribution in the absence of an electric field 
is uniform in position, and in wave vector space it depends 
only on the energy, because it is a thermal equilibrium 
distribution. 
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If an electric field were suddenly to be applied s0111ewhere, 
every electron in this region in a given energy range would 
gain crystal momentum at the same rate, regardless of its 
initial direction of motion. 

But this would not correspond to an equal cl1ange of current 
for all electrons unless they all had the same effective mass, 
which will in general not be the case. 

So the current distribution over an energy shell will depend 
on the orientation of the field with respect to the energy 
contours in the Brillouin zone. 

Even more orientation-dependent, however, will be the 
further evolution of the current carried by the different 
groups of electrons, during times that are long compared with 
the distance over which the electric field varies appreciably. 

Look again at this diagram showing the variation of electric 
field with position and time in the skin depth region. 

For example, an electron whose initial motion is in a direction 
normal to the surface, that is, up or down vertically in this 
diagram, will pass quickly through the skin depth, and as it 
does so it will pass through regions with the electric field 
alternately to the right and to the left, so it will not experience 
a very large total change in its horizontal velocity. 

On the other hand, an electron starting initially in a state with 
velocity parallel to the surface can spend a ll1uch longer time 
in the skin depth, though in typical cases the electron will still 
move through the skin depth, or through a Inean free path, 
before the field distribution has time to change very ll1uch. 

Thus it should be clear that the current in the skin depth, 
which depends on the alterations in population of states near 
the Fermi surface, can depend significantly on the orientation 
of the Fermi surface relative to the plane of tl1e ll1etallic 
surface. 
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The scattering law will of course also be involved, in 
particular, whether the reflection of electrons from the 
metallic surface is specular or randomizes their directions of 
motion. 

The detailed theory attempts to take all these thu1gs U1to 
account, and can then be used to determine the shape of the 
Fermi surface by trial and error, if enough is known in 
advance about this shape to enable it to be described ll1 terms 
of a small number of parameters. 

Well, now let me go on to other things. 

Chronologically, the great flurry of activity in the late 1950s 
and early 60s was in the area of magneto-oscillatory 
phenomena, as I have indicated in this box here and as I shall 
discuss in detail in a few minutes. 

However, before leaving this transparency, I'd like to 
comment on a couple of effects that have proved very useful 
in later years for the empirical determination. of band 
structures, and so complete my listing of such techniques. 

The first and more important of these is angle-resolved 
photoemission, for which I've used purple boxes down here. 

As I believe I mentioned a short while ago, Ineasurell1ent of 
the energy distribution of photoelectrons elnitted froll1 a 
metal illuminated with light of a known frequency cal1 give a 
general picture of the density of states throughout the 
occupied part of the conduction band of the ll1etal. 

However, such information is not sufficiently detailed to give 
the distribution of energy states over wave nUll1ber space. 

For this, one must be able to identify the electrons elnitted 
from initial states at known positions in wave number space. 

Such an identification can in fact be Inade if the emitting metal 
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is available in the form of a single crystal with a surface 
parallel to a low-index plane and with a sufficiently perfect 
uncontaminated surface to have almost perfect translational 
periodicity in this plane. 

When these conditions are satisfied the elnission processes 
with the greatest transition probabilities will be those where 
the initial absorption of a photon raises an electron from an 
occupied state to one in an empty band of the crystal with 
conservation of its reduced wave vector, and where the latter 
state, with energy above the vacuum level, possesses tail 
outside the crystal whose component of reduced wave vector 
parallel to the surface is the same as that inside, hence the 
same as that of the initially occupied state. 

If both the energy and the direction of motion of the elnitted 
electron are measured, this parallel component can be 
inferred. 

And of course the energy of the initial state is known from the 
energy of the photon and the energy of the e111itted electron. 

So all we need to pinpoint the initial state both in energy and 
in three-dimensional wave vector space is a knowledge of its 
wave vector component normal to the surface. 

While this cannot be obtained from the one single observation 
alone, it is the same as the corresponding cOlnponent of the 
state initially excited, and this can be inferred fro111 further 
measurements and plausible assumptions. 

For example, for the excited state the kinetic energy can be 
dominant over the periodic potential due to the atolns of the 
crystal, if the photon energy is fairly large. 

In such case the energy-wave-vector relation for the excited 
states of importance may be adequately describable in terms 
of a few parameters that can be determined by fitting data for 
different photon energies. 
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This procedure has become increasingly popular in recent 
years with the growing availability of synchrotron radiation 
sources providing copious photons over a range of 
frequencies. -

In the early years, cruder methods were used. 

Historically, the idea of using angle-resolved photoelnission 
to explore the details of band structure seems to have 
originated in 1964 with a theoretical proposal by Evan Kane of 
Bell Laboratories. 

At that time one of the things most in doubt about the 
procedure was the question whether the surface of the 
material being studied could be made sufficiently perfect to 
insure conservation of the tangential reduced wave vector 
when the excited electron moved out into the vaCUlun. 

This question was at once tested experimentally for vacuum
cleaved (111) surfaces of germanium and silicon, in an 
accompanying paper by Gobeli, Allen, and Kane. 

Their experiment consisted in looking for a predicted 
dependence of the angular distribution of low energy 
photoelectrons on the polarization direction of the incident 
light, finding a sizable effect, and showing that the effect 
disappeared when the surface was covered with a fraction of a 
monolayer of randomly distributed cesium atonlS. 

It took a little time for experiments to be set up and carried 
out to map band structures from photoemission data. 

The first such were done by Neville Smith and Morton Traum, 
also at Bell Laboratories. 

They first studied a material already fairly well understood, 
gallium arsenide, using ten volt photons. 

At this modest energy they found the free-electron Inodel 
inadequate for the excited-state bands, and were unable to 
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map the initial-state bands from the photoelnission data 
alone. 

However, they obtained intriguing, though incomplete, data 
on the energies and also on the wave functions. 

In subsequent work, they were able to 111ap parts of bands in 
tantalum dichalcogenides by taking advantage of the very 
narrow widths of some of the Sd bands in these ll1aterials. 

Eventually workers at many institutions got into the game 
and improved techniques and methods of analysis becalne 
available. 

Now there's just one lnore source of information on band 
structure I'd like to mention, before switching to Iny big 
historical transparency on magneto-oscillatory effects. 

This source, the angular spread of the gamnla rays enlitted by 
positron annihilation in metals, is one that for nlany years 
provided only an overall picture of the total width of the 
occupied part of the conduction band. 

In this role, it belongs on the previous view-graph, not on this 
one. 

But with improvements in technique, positron annihilation 
became a useful technique for mapping Fer111i surfaces for 
certain cases where most other methods were inapplicable. 

Here's how it works. 

Positrons are fed into a small salnple, and quickly decay to 
thermal energy, where they occupy smooth Bloch states with 
a momentum distribution mostly near zero. 

Each positron quickly combines with an electron of the target, 
and if the two are in a single state they annihilate with 
production of two gamma quanta. 
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Conservation of energy and momentum in the almihilation 
process means that in a reference system at rest with respect 
to the center of mass of the electron and positron the 
momentum vectors of the two gamma quanta ll1USt be exactly 
equal and opposite. 

If the sum of the electron and positron Inomenta is nonzero in 
the laboratory system, the component of this 1110111enhlm 
perpendicular to the direction of the gamnla rays will show 
up in the laboratory reference system as a departure between 
the directions of the two gammas from 180°, as I've tried to 
show with these green arrows here. 

However, to make the departure obvious I've had to 
exaggerate it quite a bit, since the energies of typical 
conduction band electrons are so small compared to the 
annihilation energy of an electron that the actual departures 
from parallelism are typically less than a degree of arc. 

Similarly, if the annihilated momentum has a cOll1ponent 
parallel to the direction of the gamma quanta, the frequency 
of one quantum will be increased, and that of the other 
quantum decreased, by a Doppler effect. 

These shifts can be measured if the detectors used for the 
gamma quanta are instrumented for accurate energy 
measurement, although this type of measurell1ent is less 
commonly made than the measurement of the angles, wllich 
can be done with a pair of slits. 

The most common type of measurement thus consists of 
measuring the relative frequency of coincidences in gamma 
ray arrivals at the two counters for various values of the 
angular difference between their two positions relative to an 
axis through the sample and parallel to the long direction of 
the slits. 

The quantity measured is thus proportional to the cOlnponent 
of electron + positron mOlnentlun, which is dOlninated of 
course by the electron mOlnentuln, in the direction normal to 
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the long axis of the slits, which I have called the x-direction. 

The results can be presented as a probability distribution for 
the momentum Px, which may look something like this. 

The low-momentum region is dominated by the valence or 
conduction electrons, the region in the high-l1l0mentum tails 
by core electrons. 

In the conduction-electron region, one can easily show that at 
the Px value corresponding to a maximum radius of a Fermi 
surface in the x-direction, there will be a discontinuity in the 
slope of the curve. 

While this feature might in principle be used to l11.ap Fermi 
surfaces by taking data with the slits in various orientations 
relative to the sample, the slope discontinuities are often 
sufficiently washed out by fluctuations in the data that 
unambiguous locations are hard to establish. 

Much more useful, if enough counts can be obtained with 
very small apertures, are data using point apertures ratl1.er 
than slits, or using crossed slits. 

Such arrangements can measure two components of 
momentum simultaneously, and ideally yield distribution 
surfaces in two dimensions with the property that the plot of 
count frequency versus Px for fixed Py develops a vertical 
slope at the maximum value of Px for which allY value of pz 
can be found, making the point (Px, Py, pz) lie inside the 
Fermi surface. 

I've tried to show this behavior in the bottom plot here. 

Such an infinite discontinuity of slope is easier to pinpoint 
than a mere discontinuity of slope, and this fact has lllade the 
"crossed slit" technique practically useful for luapping the 
Fermi surfaces of metals where there is such strOl1.g scattering 
of electrons by impurities, alloy disorder, or high teluperature 
that orbits in magnetic fields ---- SOMETHING MISSING IN 
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THAT LAST SENTENCE?? 

Early experiments of this sort were carried out by Weslowski 
et al in Poland in 1963, on titanium hydride, and by Fujiwara 
and Sueoka in Japan, in 1966, who succeeded in verifying 
once again the neck structure of copper which I sh.owed you a 
few minutes ago. 

Numerous applications of this method have been. Inade since. 

Well now let me return to the mainstream of what has come to 
be called "Fermiology". 

I'm referring, of course, to the rich variety of ll1agneto 
oscillatory phenomena and some closely related orbital 
resonance effects. 

The reason these effects are so numerous and diverse is that 
there is a wide variety of experimental conditions under 
which interesting phenomena supplying useful information 
about band structures can be measured. 

The measurements can be electric or magnetic, can be ll1ade 
under dc conditions, at intermediate frequencies, or at 
microwave frequencies, and they can also pertain to purely 
bulk phenomena, or to phenomena occurring in the 
neighborhood of a metal surface. 

I've tried to color code the paths of discovery that have been 
developed to fix on one or another cOlnbination of these 
experimental conditions at a time. 

Let me start here with the orange boxes, which pertain to bulk 
effects studied at dc. 

This was the earliest path to be developed, and has become 
the area yielding the most precise and perhaps the richest 
information. 

The top several boxes repeat information that was shown on 
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the preceding transparency, namely, the discovery of 
oscillations in the variation of resistivity with nlagnetic field 
by Schubnikov and de Haas and in the Inagnetic susceptibility 
by de Haas and van Alphen, and the theoretical explanation 
of these phenomena by Landau. 

As I'd now like to say quite a bit more about the further 
history of these oscillations, this is a good tinle to take a few 
minutes to show where they come from physically. 

The theoretical calculation of the exact shape of these 
oscillations is mathematically a bit tedious, but it turns out 
that a relatively simple argument suffices to show that there 
will be oscillations, and that their rapidity is sinlply related to 
dimensions of the Fermi surface. 

You'll remember the transparency I showed you a .few 
minutes ago, with which I defined closed alld open orbits in 
k-space, and showed that open orbits have an exactly periodic 
motion in k-space, while their motion in coordinate space is 
exactly periodic as regards its projection on a plane 
perpendicular to the magnetic field, but mayor ll1ay not have 
superposed an additional motion along the direction of the 
field. 

For the special case of perfectly free electrons, the 
Schroedinger equation for the quantum-mechallicallnotion 
can be solved easily, as was done by Landau in his 1930 paper 
that I have already cited. 

A few years later Peierls, in his historic paper on the motion of 
crystal electrons in a magnetic field, showed how orbits could 
be calculated for general band structures, and generalized 
Landau's theory of orbital diamagnetism to such cases. 

He also pointed out that the frequency of the cyclotron motion 
could become quite long for Fermi-surface electrons if the 
Fermi surface enclosed a small region near a band-edge point 
where the effective mass of the electrons was very small. 
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However, he did not succeed in lnaking a l1l.odel that would 
agree with all the experitnents on bislnuth. 

This was finally achieved in the later work of Landau, whose 
arrest caused the foul-up of publication I recounted. 

In the early post-War years, experimental work got underway 
again in Cambridge, and also in other institutions such as Yale 
and Kharkov. 

A variety of different metals were studied, but for awll.ile no 
one seemed to be able to put together a practical 
interpretation for metals with non-simple Fermi surfaces, 
despite the fact that Landau and Peierls had shown the 
fundamental mechanism of the de Haas-Van Alphen effect to 
be quite general. 

The breakthrough was finally lnade by Lars Onsager and Ilya 
Lifshitz, working quite independently of each other. 

Onsager was a theoretical chemist who had el1l.igrated from 
Norway, and as a professor at Yale had made SOl1l.e amazing 
accomplishments, one of which I'll discuss in the next lecture. 

He spent the year 1950-51 on sabbatical at Cambridge, 
discussed the de Haas-Van Alphen effect with Shoenberg, and 
mentioned to the Cambridge people SOlne new ideas OIl. the 
physical picture that seemed to be involved. 

These apparently were at first not too well ull.derstood, and at 
the insistence of his Cambridge colleagues, Onsager wrote a 
little three page paper for publication before he left. 

Because his arguments were mainly physical, with only a few 
short equations, some physicists disregarded it for some 
years, although in hindsight it seems that its key conclusion, 
the fact that the frequency measured in the de Haas-Van 
Alphen effect is an unambiguous measure of an extremal 
cross-sectional area of the Fermi surface in k-space, sll.ould 
have attracted attention. 
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At about the same time, Ilya Lifshitz, the younger brother of 
Evgenyi Lifshitz, who wrote the famous Landau-Lifshitz 
series of books, working in Kharkov in the UkraiI1e, 11ad the 
same idea, but did not publish a widely available version of it 
until 1954, with his colleague Kosevich. 

The argument made by Onsager and by Lifsl1itz to relate the 
rapidity of the de Haas-Van Alphen oscillations to the 
dimensions of a Fermi surface consists essentially of two 
steps, the first relating the quantum number of any closed 
orbit to its area in k-space, and the second showing how 
extremal orbits dominate the observed oscillations. 

The first step is shown here. 

One starts from the fundamental fact that a closed orbit in k
space is a periodic motion and therefore has a quantized 
energy. 

If the motion is quasiclassical, that is, if a classical orbit in the 
given potential field can always be pretty well traced out by a 
wave packet formed by superpositions of several closely 
spaced eigenstates of the same energy, then it is known to be a 
good approximation to take the quantization condition as the 
requirement that the integral of the classical action over one 
cycle of the classical motion be an integral ll1ultiple of Planck's 
constant h, or more precisely, (n+a)h, where n is an integer 
and a is a small constant that is almost independent of n. 

For the orbits we are interested in we have to restrict the 
actions to that part associated with 1110tion in the plane 
perpendicular to the magnetic field, as I have indicated with 
this subscript perpendicular here. 

Now the differential of action is the differential of coordinate 
times the canonically conjugate momentum for each position 
on the orbit and we know from the classical equations of 
motion of a charged particle in a Inagnetic field that when 
these are put into Hamiltonian form the mOll1entlm1 conjugate 
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to any rectangular coordinate must be taken to be not just the 
mass times the velocity component, but this 111inus the cllarge 
of the particle times the vector potential at this point, divided 
by the velocity of light. 

With a charge of - e this gives the expression here. 

It is easily verified that when we perform the llltegral around 
a complete orbit, the result is independent of the choice of 
gauge for the vector potential, so for the present case of a 
uniform magnetic field B the Inost convenient gauge is 
A=1/2 B x r. 

With this choice, the second term in the integral involves e x 
r.L- r.L ,and by interchanging the - and x in this product we get 
this expression here, where you can recognize 1/2 fL X dr.L as 
the area of the infinitesimal triangle swept out by the radius 
vector as it changes by drl.. 

So the whole integral is just the area in coordinate space 
enclosed by the orbit, which I call Ar.L. 

Now let's recall that handy little theorem that I proved on the 
transparency earlier devoted to orbits in Inagnetic fields, 
namely that the orbit in coordinate space is identical to the 
orbit in k-space except for a 90 {) rotation and a change of scale 
by a factor hcl eB. 

So we can insert the square of this factor, Slllce we are dealing 
with areas, and get the equation on this line here. 

So much for the second term of the integral; the first term can 
be brought into a similar form. 

Namely, as I show on this next line, we can replace the dr.L by 
its time derivative times dt. 

We can again make use of the scaling theoreln relating the 
orbits in k-space and in coordinate space to express this 
dr.L/ dt by a suitable constant times (dkl./ dt) x B. 
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Taking all the constants out in front of the integral sign, we 
get this expression on the right, where the integral is now just 
twice the area of the k-space orbit. 

If we've been careful about the signs, it will turn out that we 
have to put a minus sign in front here, so that the final 
expression in terms of the area of the k-space orbit is just this 
one down here. 

Combining the two terms, we see that this one is ll1inus 2 
times this one, so the final result, in terms of absolute values, 
is just what I have written here and enclosed in the box. 

As I'll now show in the next transparency, this relation 
provides a simple interpretation of the frequency of de Haas
Van Alphen oscillations. 

It also provides a simple expression for the cyclotron 
frequency of any possible electron orbit in a given ll1agnetic 
field. 

As with any periodic motion, the cyclotron frequency times 
Planck's constant must equal the energy difference between 
neighboring energy levels, which in the present case ll1eans 
the change of energy with change of the quanttU11 nUll1ber n, 
keeping the orbit in the original plane perpendicular to the 
magnetic field. 

We can write the change of energy with n as the derivative of 
energy with respect to orbit area keeping the cOll1ponent kb of 
the wave vector constant, times the derivative of area with 
respect to n. 

And this last factor is just this eB/hc here. 

So the final result is just this simple expression on the right. 

Well, what we have to do now is to add up the energies of all 
the occupied electronic levels in the magnetic field, to get a 
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dependence of total energy on field. 

To do this in a quantitatively accurate way would be very 
messy, but what I'm going to show you here is that as the 
magnetic field is varied, the energy will oscillate up alld down 
in an almost periodic manner, and at the absolute zero will 
have an infinite slope in each cycle. 

If all we are interested in is the spacing of these cycles - the 
wave length of the periodicity, in other words - we can 
express this periodicity very simply in terms of areas of 
extremal cross-sections of the Fermi surface, that is, areas of 
intersections of the Fermi surface with planes perpendicular 
to the magnetic fields that are locally luaxinlunl or Iuinimum 
areas with respect to shifting of the plane parallel to itself. 

I have repeated here the result of the previous transparency, 
namely, that any closed orbit in a constant magnetic field 
encloses an area in k-space proportional to the quantum 
number n of the orbit plus a small quantity a less than one 
and practically independent of n, though occupied orbitals 
may n values up into the thousands. 

Besides its cyclotron motion around the magnetic field, each 
of these eigenstates has a simple running-wave Iuotion 
parallel to the magnetic field B, described by a wave vector kB 
in this direction. 

We can make a complete diagram of the energies of all these 
eigenstates as I've shown here. 

If we impose periodic boundary conditions in the B direction 
with a repeat distance LB, the quantum number kB will be 
limited to integer multiples of 21t /LB' so that if we brought 
the energies vertically and kB horizontally all the eigenvalues 
can be represented as points on vertical lines at the allowed 
values of kB , and they will be separated vertic all y by the 
cyclotron spacings that I discussed on the previous 
transparency and showed to be given by this foriTIula here, 
which depends on the band structure through the variation of 
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energy with orbit area. 

Note that all these spacings of nearest-neighbor points in the 
vertical direction are proportional to the magnetic field B. 

While this diagram on the left shows all the allowed energy 
values, we must remember that all these energies are highly 
degenerate, in that a state with an orbit of given size and with 
a given value of kl3 can be centered anywhere inside the 
crystal in the x or y directions, since the orbits are usually very 
small compared with the dimensions Lx and Lv of the crystal 
in the directions at right angles to the magnetic field. 

Thus each of these energies corresponds to a nUIllber of 
independent wave functions roughly equal to the ratio of the 
area Lx Lyof the cross section of the crystal divided by the area 
of the orbit, which I called Ar on the previous transparency. 

Since the cyclotron radius is proportional to the square root of 
the magnetic field, this ratio is proportional to B, and a lnore 
careful analysis shows the degeneracy of each of Illy red dots 
to be what I have written here, namely, 2neLx Lv B divided by 
hc. -

In this left hand diagram, I have been very unrealistic in 
spacing the red spots so far apart vertically and horizontally. 

I've already noted in fact that there may norlllally be 
thousands of spots on each line over the range froln the band 
bottom, indicated by this lower black line, and the Fermi 
energy, indicated by this horizontal line here. 

The discrepancy in the horizontal spacings is even worse, in 
that the number of points from right to left on one of the 
curves is of the order of the number of atolll spacillgs in the 
length of the crystal. 

For many purposes it is convenient to treat the curves of 
constant n as continuous, as I have shown on the right here, 
and to include the effects of the degeneracy of the spots of the 
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left-hand diagram by simply saying that the nlunber of 
independent states per unit range of kn is just Ellie times the 
volume of the crystal times B. 

Now I'm ready to talk about the effect that is responsible for 
the periodic oscillations in many physical properties when the 
magnetic field is changed. 

If we increase the magnetic field all the vertical spacings 
between the red curves here increase, so if the Fermi level 
remains constant, the minima of the red curves will, one after 
another, pass through the Fermi level as shown in these three 
diagrams here. 

In the left-hand figure, the occupied region of the nth curve 
goes from here to here, and I've called it Llknn . 

At a slightly higher magnetic field, Llknn has shrunk to zero, as 
the middle diagram shows, and its still higher field the entire 
nth curve lies above the Fermi level and is unoccupied. 

The plot of ~kBn against B looks like this, with a square root 
type singularity at the critical field Bn for which the 
breakthrough occurs. 

At the condition of breakthrough, the area of this central orbit 
on the nth curve is, by the equation at the top of the page, 
equal to 21telnc times (n + a), and this is also the area of the 
maximum cross section of the curves formed by intersection 
of the Fermi surface with planes perpendicular to B, which I 
call Amax. 

At a slightly smaller field, the same sort of breakthrough occurred for 
curve (n+1), so we could also write the identical equation with 
(n+ 1) instead of n, and Bn +1 instead of Bn. 

If we divide the first of these equations by Bn and the second by Bn +1 , 

and subtract, and then divide both by Amav we get this bottom 
equation, which says that the spacing of the breakthroughs, 
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when plotted on the scale of reciprocal magnetic field, is a 
universal constant times the maximum cross sectional area 
Amax of the Fermi surface. 

The fact that such areas can be measured in this si111ple way is the 
essence of Onsager's famous paper of 1952 and of Lifsl1itz's 
nearly simultaneous discovery. 

However, if I stopped my argument here, you would be justified in 
feeling that I had cheated you a little bit. 

For all I've shown so far is that if the Ferlni level remains constant as 
the magnetic field is changed, the total nUlnber of electrons 
will change periodically. 

But what right did I have to assume that the Fermi level didn't 
change? 

In the simplest case, where the group of electrons I have been talking 
about is the only group present, the total nU111ber of electrons 
has to remain constant. 

The only way to satisfy this condition is to allow the Ferini level to 
change. 

As I show in the top picture here, the change in the total nUlnber of 
electrons as the magnetic field is changed consists of two 
contributions, one from the change in the degeneracies of the 
levels, which increases proportionally to the 111agnetic field 
between one breakthrough and the next, as shown in the 
upper zigzag line, and the other, from the decrease i11 the 
number of levels that are below the Fermi energy due to the 
decreases in the wid ths ~kl3n of the portions of the curves of 
the preceding transparency lying below the Fer111i e11ergy, as 
shown by these lines down here. 

The sum of these two contributions in each interval between Bn's, is 
shown by the green curve. 
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The height of the green curve is essentially the saIne at the beginning 
and end of each interval, because in the original diagraln of 
the previous transparency the distribution of the red dots is 
uniform on each vertical line, with the spacing between the 
dots proportional to B and the statistical weight of each dot 
also proportional to B, so that the sum of the contributions of 
all the dots below the Fermi energy is practically independent 
ofB. 

Now as I said a minute ago, this oscillating green curve with vertical 
slope just to the left of every Btl is not what we want; we want 
the curve to be smooth and horizontal, as I have shown in the 
next diagram here. 

The only way to produce this is to let the Fermi level decrease when 
the mean curve is rising, and increase wheI1 it is fallh1g. 

So the plot of Fermi energy as a function of B must look like the 
purple curve of this second diagram. 

Now to avoid writing equations I'll just ask you to accept the fact that 
the total energy of the electron system is given by an integral 
on magnetic field of the Fermi energy of this plot thl1es a 
weighting factor that is simply a power of B. 

It therefore shows similar oscillations, except that the sh1gularity on 
crossing each Bn value is milder, and no worse than a break in 
slope, as I have shown in the bottom diagram. 

There are just a few more details worth mentioning. 

Whereas the case I've been discussing is one where the 
breakthroughs occur at a maximum cross section area of the 
Fermi surface, it's easy to see that similar breakthrollghs can 
occur at a minimum cross section, in the neighborhood of 
which the curves might look like those in this lower diagram 
here. 
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And of course, there may be a number of cross sections that have 
maximum or minimum area in different parts of the Brillouin 
zone. 

All of these may have different periods, but these call usually be 
easily separated from one another and individually identified, 
if necessary by Fourier analysis, provided the oscillations do 
not get so rapid as to be smeared out by magnetic field 
inhomogeneities or other experimental limitations. 

Finally, it is clear that the oscillations involve changes in the relative 
populations of states in different parts of the Brillouin zone, 
and so can obviously affect properties like transport that 
depend on such distributions. 

While one can get the fundamental frequency of the oscillations quite 
accurately from the simple theory I llave sketclled here, it is 
also possible to work out a much lnore detailed theory to 
describe the amplitude and shape of the oscillations, which 
depend on the temperature, the rate of electron scattering, and 
the effective mass of electrons in the extremal orbits. 

Thus susceptibility measurements can give information on these 
factors also, though that information is 110t as exquisitely 
accurate as is the information on Fermi surface cross sectional 
areas. 

Since there is such a wide range of choices possible for the orientation 
of the magnetic field, it can be shown that rather cOlnplete 
information about Fermi surface shapes can be obtained from 
susceptibility measurements. 

Well after all this talk about theory, I might just briefly show you a 
randomly selected experimental plot of susceptibility versus 
reciprocal magnetic field. 

Actually this wasn't exactly randomly selected. 
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I chose it so that it shows clearly how different frequencies 
corresponding to extremal orbits in different parts of the 
Fermi surface, show up on the same plot. 

Here it is obvious that there is a frequency much lower than the 
others corresponding to the long period fro111 here to here, 
and if you look carefully, beats between S0111e of the higher 
frequencies that are not too different from each other. 

But now I should go on and look at other types of ll1agneto 
oscillatory effects. 

Here the things I have been talking about have all been tilne
independent bulk effects, and I've used orange boxes for 
them. 

As usual, of course, these are just the key discoveries, and there has 
been a steady stream of work done ever since on these topics, 
with constantly improving experimental teclu1iques and 
ranges of magnetic fields and so on. 

I'd next like to discuss magneto acoustic resonances, that also occur 
in the bulk of a metal, but where the orbital 1110tion of an 
electron in a magnetic field resonates with the till1e or space 
dependence of the strain due to an ultrasonic pulse. 

I've used green boxes for several effects of this type. 

The first report of an effect of this type was by Hans Bbn11nel, a 
physicist who had come, from Switzerland I think, to Bell 
Laboratories and became interested in the rapid decrease of 
ultrasonic absorption in some metals when they were cooled 
below their superconducting temperature, an effect 
theoretically expected because of the decrease in 
concentration of normal-state electrons. 

He did some experiments on tin, and found that in his purest 
material, in the normal state, the ultrasonic attenuation 
decreased as the intensity of a Inagnetic field perpendicular to 
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the ultrasonic propaga tion direction increased, but then 
reversed and increased again before permanently decreasing. 

A t the time, he had no explanation for this oscillatory be havior, but 
he did filld that it was absent if the m agnetic field WLlS along 
the ultrasonic propagation direction. 

The explanation of these contrasting behaviors \.vas given in a 1957 
paper by Brian Pippard, coincidentally the same year in which 
he published his determination of the Fermi surface sh ape for 
copper from the anomalous skin effec t, w hich I d iscussed a 
few minutes ago. 

His picture was given a m ore careful and complete form.ulation a few 
years la ter in a paper by Morrel Cohen o f the University of 
Chicago, his s tudent Michael Harrison, and Walter Harrison, 
who at that time was at General Electric. 

While the detailed calculations are much too tedious fo r Cl lec ture of 
this sort, they are based on a few fa irly simple ideas that I've 
tried to show in this transparency. 

We h ave two system s, the conduction electrons and the sound v,rave, 
and these exert forces on each other. 

The forces have two origins, one of which is the presence of an 
elec tric field whose presence is required by Maxwell's 
equations whenever a time-varying current is present. 

The current consists of two parts, a la ttice current j I.", d ue to the 
motion of the ions in the sound wave, an d an elec tronic 
current L due to the conduction elec trons. 

These currents give rise to a spatially dependent magnetic field, 
\<vhicb also dep ends on the time, and beca use of this latter fac t 
generates a til1l.e-and space-dep endent elec tric field. 

The second type of force exerted between the lattice and the elec trons 
is what is called the collision drag, nam ely the transfer of 

.I I 
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momentum between electrons and ions whenever there is a 
sca ttering of the former by the latter. 

The statistical effect of these collisions is to bring the ll1ean velocities 
of the electrons and the ions closer together, and the transfer 
of momentum will decrease to zero when the Inean velocities 
of these two systems are equal. 

A complicating factor is that because the Inean-free path can easily 
become considerably greater than the acoustic wavelength, 
the electron current in any region of space depends not only 
on the field and charge density in that same region, bllt also 
on the value some distance away. 

The quantity measured in experiments is usually the attenuation 
suffered by the sound wave in passing through the metal in 
the presence of a magnetic field, but this quantity can be 
measured under a variety of different conditions, and it turns 
out that a number of different types of effects can be observed. 

For example, one can control the frequency and polarization of the 
sound, the size of the magnetic field, and the crystallographic 
directions of both, and one can of course work with Inaterials 
of very high crystal perfection, or less perfect ones. 

I'll mention just a few of the types of experiInents that have been 
done. 

Perhaps the earliest and most common is an arrangenlent ,,,,here the 
magnetic field is perpendicular to the direction of propagation 
of the sound, and the sound is a shear wave with particle 
Inotion perpendicular to the magnetic field as well as to the 
propagation direction. 

Here I've drawn a diagram with the magnetic field perpendicular to 
the plane of the screen and the wave vector q of the sound 
wave in a horizontal direction. 
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At any instant of time, the force exerted by the vibrating atoms on the 
co~duction electrons is predominantly in the direction of the 
atomic motion, which is vertical on this plot, and will at allY 
instant vary sinusoidally with position as I 11ave shown by the 
continuous red curve. 

It may, of course, have a phase lag with respect to the atomic 
displacement, but this does not matter for what I am going to 
say. 

The picture as I have drawn it is for an instant of time when the 
maximum of the red force curve COlues at the position luarked 
by the vertical black line, and where the two lllaxiIuUIU
cyclotron orbits with up or down motion respectively at this 
coordinate are as shown by the green and purple curves 
respectively, and have diameters exactly equal to the half 
wave length of the sound wave. 

For these conditions there is a spatial resonance between the 
cyclotron motion and the force applied by the acoustic wave, 
and because the Fermi velocity of the electrons is very luuch 
greater than the velocity of sound, the red curve will hardly 
have moved in the time that it takes an electron on the green 
orbit to move from here to here. 

So this electron will be speeded up twice in every revolution, since 
force and velocity both change sign in a half revolutioll. 

Similarly, an electron on the purple orbit will be slowed down on 
both sides. 

If the mean-free path of the electrons is many times the acoustic 
wavelength, electrons on these orbits can receive these kicks 
many times before they are scattered, and the result will be 
that the average velocity of all the electrons on or near these 
maximum-area orbits will be shifted in the upward direction. 

Electrons on small orbits will be sometimes speeded up, sometimes 
slowed down, sometimes fairly unaffected, so when one sums 



II 
A lternative Introduction for Lecture 6 

Welcome to this 6th lecture of the series on the evolution of solid
sta te physics. 

For the benefit of those in the present audience who did not hear m y -< 
earlier lectures, and as a memory refresher to those w ho did, 
I'll start w ith just a few words about the organization of the 
lectures, and about how this lecture and the ones following 
rela te to what has gone before. 

On this transparency I have tried to give a very brief ro ugh picture of 
the subject matter of the five preceding lectures, and also of 
the p resent lec ture and the two final ones. 

In Lecture 1 here, we looked a t the struggle tha t went on for centuries 
be tween scientists who believed tha t m atter was m ade up of 
atom s and those who rejected this idea. 

The comple te victory of the a tomists by the early twentie th century 
raised hopes for a new era in which the multitudinous 
properties of solids could be understood in terms of a de tailed 
picture of the behavior of a toms and elec trons. 

But it was soon realized tha t to create such a picture one would need 
to understand some new laws of physics and find new typ es 
of experiments that would give a tolnic-scale information. 

Fortlmately, it seem ed that with onk¥l,uunor modifications the old 
laws of physics w ere s tilt~~plicabje to the motions of a tom s 
as w1its, and when x-ray crystallography became available to 
determine a tomic arrangements in crystals, m any properties 
of defect-free crystals could be Lmderstood in some detail. 

Lec ture 2 recounted how some aspec ts of this type of LU1ders tanding 
occurred very early in the a tomic age, wlule others h ad to 
wait decades before the right ideas were put toge ther or the 
stimulus of new typ es of experim ents was felt. 
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I' ve used green le tters here and below to describe developments that 
had mostly to do with arrangements or mo tions of whole 
a toms, which as I just mentioned could usually be understood 
with q uasiclassical theoretical concepts. 

It was soon apprecia ted, of course, tha t crys tals are usually imperfect 
and tha t m any of their most interes ting properties are 
determined by the behavior of impurities or defec ts. 

Lec ture 3 was devoted to phenomena such as diffusion or ionic 
conduction tha t are de termined by the behavior of defec ts tha t 
are loca ted near occasional isolated points of a crystal, and 
that are surrounded by almost perfect crys tal regions. 

But while all these things were going on, many p hYSicis ts were 
getting very excited about the possible effec ts of elec trons in 
solids, both as cons tituents of the atoms resp onsible for m any 
of their properties, and as free-electrons in m etals. 

-;.. ~fh~6'retical progress was slow until the proper formulation of 
" quantum mechanics suddenly occurred in. 1925, and then for 

some years there was rapid development of m an y new 
theore tical ideas about elec trons in solids. 

I've used orange letters to list developments having to do mainly 
with the quantum. l1l.echanics of electrons in solids. 

These developments can be separated roughly into two s tages: first , 
the formulation of qualitatively useful concepts and basic 
laws; and second, the detailed interp lay of experiment and 
theory to build a quantitative unders tanding of a wide variety 
of phenomena. 

In Lecture 4 I tried to cover the basic general s tage, indica ted by the B 
here ill. purple, and then the building of the de tailed 
framework for a class of materials tha t go t a sudden spurt of 
a ttention in the late 1940s, namely semiconductors . 

Ill. Lecture 5 I returned to a tom-movement and defec t p hysics to 
discuss the painfully prolonged effort to unders tand the 
plasticity of crystals, an effort which after decades of conflict 
established dislocations as the key concept of the field . 



So much for the past lectures. 

Now, starting today, we go on. 

In today's lecture, Lecture 6, I return to the quantum-mechanical 
properties of electrons in solids, and shall discuss first the 
progress made over several decades in using the early basic 
theoretical concepts together with experiments to produce a 
detailed understanding of conduction electrons in metals, that 
is, electrons that move rapidly through the crystal. 

Following this, I'll discuss work toward a similar understanding for 
electrons in localized states in non-metals. 

After these accomplishments, solid-state physics could properly 
regard itself as a mature discipline, with theory and 
experiment able to work profitably together in most of its 
branches. 

But the things discussed up to this point still left many physicists 
very uneasy about a number of things, and in the last two 
lectures I'm going to tell a little about the long struggles to 
sharpen up things that seemed too fuzzy and to solve some 
baffling mysteries. 

In Lecture 7, devoted almost entirely to theory, I'm going to discuss 
the unease that people felt in dealing with the quantum 
mechanics of electrons in solids in terms of one-electron 
states, when they knew that the wave function of the crystal 
as a whole must depend on the coordinates of all the electrons 
in a very interdependent manner. 

Taking these correlations into account were certainly necessary to 
achieve quantitative accuracy in any calculations of energy or 
other properties, and in addition one naturally wanted to 
understand why the oversimplified one-electron theories of 
the earlier decades did in fact turn out to work so well in 
many respects. 

Work on these questions led to interesting new concepts of broad 
applicability, such as collective modes and quasiparticles, to a 
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new way of describing electrons in m etals, called Fermi 
Liquid Theory, and to a new way of calculating energies from 
first principles, ca lled Density-Functional Theory. 

Finally, the understanding of transport processes was grea tly 
facilitated by a new formulation called linea r response theory . 

The last lec ture, Lecture 8, will be devoted mainly to the s tory of two 
mysteries that go back many decades. 

One is superconductivity, a low-temperature property of elec trons in 
many m etals, which was discovered in 1911 but only 
understood after a long period of experimental and theoretical 
advances . 

The other, phase transi tions, is a phenomenon tha t occurs for bulk 
~ matter in all its forms, and which seems to occur undef w;"P+~".~" n~i; 

---') cQPditi€lIt&-J<\I hen~ quantum mechanical effects are 
--? 4'limportant. 

My programming will be slightly illogical a t this point, beca use I will 
have postponed my discussion of magnetism until this firlal 
lec ture simply because some of the insights tha t developed 
over the decades into phase transitions came from vvorkers 
who were trying to understand magnetic phase transi tions, 
although the mere occurrence of magnetism and m agnetic 
order could well have been discussed earlier in the lec tures. 

Well, now let me embark on Lecture 6, which deals, as I just told you, 
w ith how the progressive refinement of theory and 
experiment eventually made it possible for them. to work 
together to produce a de tailed understanding of m an y 
electronic properties of solids. 

In Lecture 4 last Spring, we fo llowed developments of thi s sort for 
free electrons in semiconductors; now we'll go on , firs t, to 
discuss the analogous developments for conduction electrons 
in metals . 

For m etals the problem of rela ting the details of elec tronic band 
s tructures to sp ecific measurable properties is much more 
difficult than it was for semiconductors. 
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II). 
BAND STRUCTURES OF METALS: 

EMPIRICAL INFORMATION ON GROSS FEATURES 

Expt. Theory 

Electronic 
-

..... 
specific heat ..::" 1 Bloch 1928 1 

.... 
~ . 

1 Peierls 1929 1 
1930 

Sign and size 
of Hall effect 1930 

4~-Ir-W-ils-o-n-I-93-1-1 
I Metals vs.insulators I - -

O'Bryan and ~I X-ray emission edges 1 
Skinner 1934 

Nonsat. oftr. 
~ 

Davydov, ... 
~. 

magnetores. of a Pomeranchuk, 
compensated metal & Vlianii 1939 

1940 1940 

De Benedetti 
et aI., 1949, 1950 

1950 Total photon 19 50 
momentum in 
e+ annihilation 

Berko and / " Berko and 
Plaskett, 1958 Plaskett, 1958 



SOURCES OF DETAILED' 
BANDS AND FERMI 

Experiment 

1930 
Kapitza, 

late 1920's 

Schubnikov & 
de Haas 1930 

de Haas & Van 
Alphen 1930-32 

Shoenberg 1939 

1940 

1950 

Interest of high 
mag. field effects 

Resistance oscills. 
of Bi periodic in B-1 

Suscept. oscills. of 
Bi, periodic in B-1 

Uniform B & 
torque meas. ~ 

better data for Bi 

I Pippard 1957 1 .. 
1960 

Weslowski .. 

et al1963 
... FS radius in 1= -"" 

chosen dir. from 
Fujiwara & Sueoko • 

2D e+ annih. y 
1966 momentum 

,. 

1.970 I Smith & Traum ~---:..........-.----" " --- -~ ' 
_ 1973-75 _ 



EMPIRICAL DATA ON 
SURFACES OF METALS 

Quantum tho of 
free-e] . gas -+ 

diamag. term in X 
& susc. Oscills. 
P"" .. ,,· -1 

Gen. of Landau tho 
to arb. band. str. 

Low m* in Bi makes 
oscills. Long-period 

Fuller interp. 
of Bi data 

Relation of 
anom. skin ... = 
effect to FS 

~y Magneto-oscill. 
~ts - see next VG 

I FS of Cu from 
~nom. skin effects 

~ 

Theory 

Landau 1930 
1930 

Peierls 1933 

Landau 1939 

1940 

Reuter & 
Sondheimer 

1948 

1950 

Pippard 1957 

1960 
Can get e(k) 

in given dir. from ...... 10=- ... K_ an_e_ 19_6_4 ... 
angle-resolved 

photoemiss. 

1970 



'0-
MAGNETO OSCILLATORY AND 

Experiment 

1930 

Shoenberg 1939 

1940 

1950 

I Bijmme11955 1~ 

Uniform B ~ 
better deH
VanA 
data for Bi 

Down-up osc. in 
acoustic atten., 
q-LB 

I Azbel' & Kan1 : 
1956-58 1"'"-~~~~~~ •• 

r 

Morse & Gavenda Magnetoac. 

1959 
.. resonances, 
~ 

q / / and.l B 

O~en-
or it 

Kaner, Peschansky 
& Privorotskii 1961 

... cycI. 
1960 

tmakher 1962 Gan 
Gan 
&Ka 

tmakher 
ner 1963 

-= 

res. 

Various r.f. size 
effects in thin 

I~ slabs: res. for 
extremal, 0lien 
or tilted or its' 



ORBITAL RESONANCE EFFECTS 
Theory 

1930 
Generalizationof 
motion in B field 
to any band str. 

Low deH-Van A 
frequency in Bi 
due to small m* 

Peierls 1933 

Better fit to deH-Van A Landau 1939 
frequencies in Bi 

d~H-Van A freqs. 
gIve exremal F.S. 

cross sec. areas 

Transv.ac.abs.peaks 
when extremal 

orbit diam.::::: nA 

Cyclo. res. in 
extremal orbits tang. 

to surface 
-.- . . 

~ 
, -

..... 
':"I" 

1940 

1950 
On sager 1952 

Lifshitz and 
Kosevich, 
1954, 1956 

Pippard 1957 

Azbel' and 
Kaner, 1956-58 

J us.tific. & extension of 
PelerlS 1933 re motion Kohn 1959 

in mag. field 

DofcP ler-shifted 
Cyc o. res. (q II B· 

K·el ' J daas e3ge 

Detailed theory of 
magnetoac. abs. 

• 

~_ I Kjeldaas 1959 1 

1960 
Cohen, Harrison 

and Harrison, 1960 

I Gantmakher & Kaner 1963 1 
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ELECTRON MOMENTA 
FROM POSITRON ANNIHILATION 

: I +- slit / / Y 
.... at finite x 

: 
• : 

z 

Measure coincidences 
of 2 photons 

Angular departure ex 
from 1800 gives 

p/e+) + p/e-) _p/e-) 

oc ex ocXslit I + Xs1it 2 

(ex of order 10-2 radians) 

p [p/ e-) ] oc count rate 
kink at 

I max kFx 

Point -a rtur g n try: 

z o 

~ 
point 

aperture 

x 

P [p/e-); pyCe-)] occount rate 

(fixed Py) 

vertical slope 
at kFx (ky) 

I 



ORBITS OF BLOCH ELECTRONS 
IN HIGH MAGNETIC FIELDS 

Equ io for u i or B, d E = 0: 

Ii dk 
dt 

e dr 
--x B 
c dt 

i.e., projection of r-space orbit on plane 1. B is same as 

k-space orbit scaled by n%B and rotated 90 about B. 

A k-Su&n." orbit ca be "cl ..... £· .. n) or" n" (0 ): 

zone boundary planes . 

+ £ ' ""-->:B +, 
.. -

F ~. -

~ constant energy surface 

A w ak E field 1. B ..,. .. r'r. r ly: 

In k-space In r-space (view II B): 

E 

Average of 
hdk e . 
- = - v x B - eE gzves 
dt c 

E 
( vJ..) = c - (paraUel to ExB) 

B 



Fermi surface of 
copper,asinferred 
by Pippard (1957). 
The boundaries of 
the first Brillouin zone 
are shown for reference. 

Connectivity of some 
neighboring replicas of 
this Fermi surface when 
energy is plotted as a 

eriodic function in 
·nfinite k-space. 

iew along [110], [001] 
horizontal. 

a: closed electron orbit 
b: closed hole orbit 
c: open orbit 

a 



QUANTIZATION OF ORBITS AND 
THE CYCLOTRON FREQUENCY 

A closed orbit in k-space is a periodic motion, 
hence has quantized energies. 

Quasiclassical (WKB) theory gives the rule: 

(n+a)h = fd(action)~ 
= f(momentum)~ • dr~ = f (Pz k~ + e A~) • dr~ 

c 
1 

Here we can take A = 2 B x r and because of the 
scaled identity of the r- a.,d k-motions 
(origins don't matter forT) we can set 

k~ -7 ~ rxB 
'hc 

So above f = f( r~x B+~ B xr~) • dr~ 
c 2c 

= - ~ Bx ,( r~xdr~ = _eB A. 
2c J c I 

= _ eB (C'h)2Ak 
c eB 

Thus quantization rule is I Ak I = 2neB (n+a) 
lie 

(Onsager, Lifshitz) 

Cyclotron frequency = level spacing = ! de Mk 
h h dAk kBdn 

= e:, ~ I!: U kB 

7.fr . 



DE HAAS-VAN ALPHEN OSCILLATIONS 

Energy levels e(n,kB;B} ~ k-space 

Orbits in plane kB = const. have 
Areas AK = 21teB (n+a) 

hc 
Spacings e(n+ 1, k B} - e(n, kz} =eB dek 

h dAK 

kB 
Each dkB along nth curve is e {LxLyLJB dkB levels. 

TiC 
Increasing B moves levels apart vertically 

(separation DC B). Singular behavior when bottom of any 
n +1 curve rises through eF: 

"Breakthrough" at Bn when e (n, ~=O; Bn)= EF 

Amax = 21teBn (n = 21teBn+1 (n+l+tI) 
AkBn lie ne 

B 

So spacing of singularities 
- 1 - 1 = 2n:e 



QUANTIZATION OF ORBITS AND 
THE CYCLOTRON FREQUENCY 

A closed orbit in k-space is a periodic motion, 
hence has quantized energies. 

Quasiclassical (WKB) theory gives the rule: 

(n+a)h = fd(action)-L 
= f(momentum) -L • dr -L = f (Ii k -L + e A -L) • dr-L 

c 
1 

Here we can take A = 2 B x r and because of the 
scaled identity of the r- av-d k-motions 
(origins don't matter forT) we can set 

e k-L ~- rxB 
he 

So above f = f ( r -L x B~ B x r -L) • dr -L 
. e C 2c_ eB c 

= - - B x f r -L x dr -L - - - Ar 
2e e 

= _ eB (eh)2Ak 
e eB 

Thus quantization rule is I Ak I = 2neB (n+a) 
lie 

(Onsager, Lifshitz) 

.. ~ . . . ' 



MAGNETOACOUSTIC EFFECTS 

Vibrating lattice ions exert a local Physical Cau e: 
push on conduction electrons, due to 
electric field and to scattering processes. 
Push usually oc mean relative velocity of 
lattice and electrons 

Controllable Conditions: 
Wave vector q and polarization of sound 
Magnetic field H 
Perfection of crystal (scattering time 1) 

SOlne Importa t Ca es: 
"Geometric oscillations", H~q, shear wave 

Push force 
(or distance 
1.. Hand q) 

po larized ~ H 
attenuation 

orbits of electrons moving 
~ up or down. at A 
. : 

distance 
(I / to q) 

1 
attenuation 

A B 

Open-orbit resonances: much / 
sharper because all open orbits on 

a given piece of Fermi surface 
have the same periodicity d. 1 

d/A 
2 3 

d/A 
2 
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ORBITAL RESONANCES IN SURFACE IMPEDANCE 

Azbel'-Kan r c. 'c1otr re nce: 

B II surface 
skin Resonances when 

microwave co = coin 
~ ______ ~ ________ =epth 

where COc is an extremal cyclotron frequency 

Measures COc not FS dimensions 

Ga akher siz -e ct re 0 nce in a i lab 
at radiofr qu nei (arbitrary co« coc:) 

~--~-=~=--=----~ 

B II surface 

Resonances when biggest 
cyclotron orbit is tangen t 
to both surfaces 

Also from chains of such orbits 

Measures extremal orbit diameters 

Tra . ire in 
above ituatio 

Tilt d-or it Ga k r resonallC 

B at angle e to B surface 

Arbitrary co « COc 

Resonances when adjacent 
maxima & minim a of 
spiral orbit are tangent 
to top & bottom surfaces 

• • 

Discontinuity in surface impedance 
when max. Az(kB) gets <d 

Measures non-extremal orbit diameters 

\ki s n 
depth 
i 



/ 

/' ~ 
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ANOMALOUS SKIN EFFECT 

vacuum 

metal 

skin depth 
B 

~ 

If Fermi surface 
were a cube 

El t n s 
ar rly 1/ to 

~ 

± x, ± y, ± z) 

Then for case metal surface II a (111) type plane, 
electron trajectories in skin depth would be like 

• or or 

(all with short stay in skin depth) 

But for case metal surface II a (100) type plane, 2/3 of 
electrons in skin depth would have trajectories like 

-_. ------ --
(long stay in skin depth) 

So current produced by E field in second case 
is » that in first, if I » B 

Can calculate surface impedance for any assumed FS, 
and try to fit to experiment 



SAMPLE OF DE HAAS-VAN ALPHEN DATA 

Plots of magnetic 
moment vs. H-l for 
an At single crystal, 
at 4.2 K, H in a (100) 
plane and 25° from a 
[010] direction. 

~hree frequencies 
contribute to this 
pattern, producing 
B:2 beats with waists 
at 0 positions and 
12:11 beats with 
waists at x positions. 

w 
::> 
() 

a: 
o 
f-

6.0 

Raw data t 

Low frequency part, after 
filtering & magnifying • 

'" :::> 
o 
0: 
o 
f-

t 
6.0 

o 
M 

o 

o 

o 
o 

10.0 

From C.O. Larson and W.L. Gordon, Phys. Rev. 156, 703 (1967). 
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SOURCES OF DETAILED 
BANDS AND FERMI 

Experiment 
r-----......, 

Kapitza, Interest of high 
late 1920's r-. mag. field effects 1930 

Schubnikov & Resistance oscills. 
de Haas 1930 .... of Bi periodic in B-1 

de Haas & Van Suscept. oscills. of 
Alphen 1930-32 .... Bi, periodic in B-1 

I Shoenberg 1939 I 
I 

1940 

1950 

Uniform B & 
torque meas. ~ 

better X data for Bi 

G: ) 
Many 

~ effects 
Ci:;"4 d c::o...,) 

~ 

~ Pippard 1957 ~' 
'\!7 

FS of \ 
1960 Anom. 

Weslowski 
et al1963 

.. FS radius in 
chosen dir. from 

Fujiwara & Sueoko 2D e+ annih. 'Y 
1966 ~ momentum 

1970 Smith & Traum -
1973-75 ~ 



ORBITAL RESONANCE EFFECTS 
Theory 

1930 Generalizationof 
motion in B field 
to any band str. 

Low deH-Van A 

+-1 Peierls 1933 1 
/ 

frequency in Bi 
due to small m* 

Better fit to deH-Van A 1 Landau 1939 1 
frequencies in Bi ... I 1940 

1950 
deH-Van A freqs. 1 0 1952 1 
give exremal F.S.'- nsager 

cross sec. areas !:'-........ Lifshitz and 
Kosevich, 

Transv.ac.abs.peaks 1954 1956 
when extremal ' 

orbit diam. ~ nA +1 Pippard 1957 1 
Cyclo. res. in Azbel' and extremal orbits tang. +- Kaner, 1956-58 to surface 

Justific. & extension of +1 Kohn 1959 1 Peierls 1933 re motion 
in mag. field 

Do£pler-shifted 1 Kjeldaas 1959 1 -III eyc o. res. (qIIB; 
Kjeldaas eage 1960 

Cohen, Harrison, 
Detailed theory of and Harrison, 1960 
magnetoac. abs. 

~ I 

-----1 Gantmakher & Kaner 1963 I 



MAGNETO OSCILLATORY AND 
Experim.ent 

1930 

Uniform B ~ 

I Shoenberg 1939 ~ t~~x deH-

1940 data for Bi 

1950 

Down-up osc. in 
I Hommel 1955 1-+ acoustic atten., 

q-LB 

Azbel' & Kaner 
1956-58 1-------
Morse & Gavenda Magnetoac. 

1959 -+ resonances, 
qll and -1 B 

Open
orbit 

Kaner, Peschansky .. cycl. 
1960 & Privorotskii 1961 res. 

Gantmakher 1962 
Gantmakher 
& Kaner 1963 

Various r.f. size 
effects in thin 

.. slabs: res. for 
extremal, open, 
or tilted oroits 



, 

ORBITAL RESONANCE EFFECTS 

Theory 

Generalizationof 
1930 

+-1 Peierls 19331 motion in B field 
to any band str. / Low deH-Van A 
frequency in Bi 
due to small m * 

Better fit to deH -V an A 1 Landau 1939 1 
frequencies in Bi I 

1940 

1950 
deH-Van A freqs. 
give~ exremal F.S. ..... 1 

Onsager 19521 

cross sec. areas 
~ Lifshitz and 

Transv. aC.8Qstie: abs. 
Kosevich, 
1954, 1956 

peaks when extremal 
orbit diam.::::: nA 1 Pippard 1957 1 • 
CyclJ~'r8}i\ res. in Azbel' and 

extremal orbits tangent .... Kaner, 1956-58 
to surface 

J ustific. & extension of 
Peierls 1933 tfi'?af d . motion ~I Kohn 19591 

in mag. field 

Doppler-shifted 1 Kjeldaas 1959 1 .. 
cycl,6trofl res. (q II B; ~ 

Kjeld¥ edge) 1960 
Cohen, Harrison, Detailed theory of and H arrison, 1960 magnetoac.9'ttstt€ abs. • I 

A' I Gantmakher & Kaner 1963 I 
J" • 

'" 
~e"-~ '1 



MAGNETO OSCILLATORY AND 
Experiment 

1930 

, 

Uniform B ------7 \ I Shoenberg 1939 I~ •• ' better deH-VanA 
1940 data for Bi 

1950 

1 Bommel 1955 1 

Azbel' & Kaner 
1956-58 

Morse & Gavenda 
1959 

Down:up osc. in I 
acoustIc atten., q.l B 

I 

I 

Magnetoac. €-... resonances, I 
q / / and .l B 

1960 Kaner, Peschansky .... Open-orbit cyci. 
& Privorotskii 1961 resonances 

Gantmakher 1962 
Gantmakher 
& Kaner 1963 

I 

Various r.f. size ~ffects in 
.... thin slabs: resonAnces for 

extremal, open, 0 tilted 
orhHs 
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ELECTRON MOMENTA 
FROM POSITRON ANNIHILATION 

y 

source -+ 

z 

. 
: 1"- slit / / y 

..... at finite x 
Measure coincidences 

of 2 photons 
Angular departure ex 

y ray directi~1s from 1800 gives 

n_.~~f 
~ \\Px(e+) + px(e~Px(e-) 

oc ex ocXslit I + Xs1it 2 

,j (ex of order 10-2 radians) 

P [pJ eJ oc count rate kink at 
I max k Fx 

Point-aperture geometry: 

z 

y o~ 

o 

point 
aperture 

x 

?[fx(..e)] DC count 
(a.t. y](Qd fJz) rate 

vertical slope 
at kFx (ky) 

I 
"--__ --_~ ex for 

fixed e y 



ORBITAL RESONANCES IN SURFACE IMPEDANCE 

Azbel' -Kaner cyclotron resonance: 

B II surface 
~ skin ~af Resonances when 

microwave~=&c/n .~ ____ ",,-_ __ -=e. pth 
----7 where~is an extremal cyclotron frequency 

Measures we not FS dimensions 

Gantmakher size-effect resonance in a thin slab 
at radiofrequencies (arbitrary@ « &)? 

B II surface 

Resonances when biggest 
cyclotron orbit is tangen t 
to both surfaces 

Also from chains of such orbits 

Measures extremal orbit diam eters 

Transmission resonances in 
above situations 

Tilted-orbit Gantmakher resonance: 

B at angle 8 to B surface 

Arbitrary w « we. 

Resonances when adjacent 
maxima & minim a of 
spiral orbit are tangent 
to top & bottom surfaces 

Discontinuity in surface impedance 
when max. ~Z(kB) gets <d 

~z 

Measures non-extremal orbit diametel's 

'ki s n 
depth 
,/ 



SAMPLE OF DE HAAS-VAN ALPHEN DATA 

Plots of magnetic 
moment vs. H-I for 
an At single crystal, 
at 4.2 K, H in a (100) 
plane and 25° from a 
[010] direction. 

Three frequencies 
contribute to this 
pattern, producing 
3:2 beats with waists 
at 0 positions and 
12:11 beats with 
waists at x positions. 

w 
::> 
a 
a: 
o 
I-

6 .0 

Raw data t 

Low frequency part, after 
filtering & magnifying .. 

m --" 

o 

" 

o 

o 

TORQUE 

xo 

o 

o 

o 

From C.O. Larson and W.L. Gordo) ). 
" , 
0, 

m 

a.c 1 _ _ ______ • 
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Fermi surface of 
copper, as inferred 
by Pippard (1957). 
The boundaries of 
the first BriTIouin zone 
are shown for reference. 

Connectivity of some 
neighboring replicas of 
this Fermi surface when 
energy is plotted as a 
periodic function in 
infinite k-space. 
View along [110], [001] 
horizontal. 

a: closed electron orbit 
b: closed hole orbit 
c: open orbit 

c 



ANOMALOUS SKIN EFFECT 

vacuum ...... ---E 

t metal 

skin depth 
8 

+ 
If Fermi surface 
were a cube 

Electron velocities 
near FS nearly / / to 
+ x, + y, + z) 

Then for case metal surface / / a (111) type plane, 
electron trajectories in skin depth would be like 

.. 
or or 

~ /' 
(all with short stay in skin depth) 

But for case metal surface / / a (100) type plane, 2/3 of 
electrons in skin depth would have trajectories like 

.,;;;r ~ -- ~ e ~ 
~-. ~----- -~ ..... = ... 

(long stay in skin depth) 
So current produced by E field in second case 

is » that in first, if e» 8 
Can calculate surface impedance for any assumed FS, 

and try to fit to experiment 
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MAGNETOACOUSTIC EFFECTS 

~Physical Caus0 Vibrating lattice ions exert a local 
~ _____ ~- push on conduction electrons, due to 

electric field and to scattering processes. 
Push usually DC mean relative velocity of 
lattice and electrons 

Controllable Conditions: 
Wave vector q and polarization of sound 
Magnetic field H 
Perfection of crystal (scattering time 'C) 

~ -------------
Some Important Cases:~ 

Push force 
(or distance 
~H and q) 

- "Geometric oscillations", H~q, shear wave 
polarized ~ H 

attenuation 

orbits of electrons moving 
: up or down at A . . . . .--.-....... 

distance 
(I / to q) 

1 
attenuation 

:"" 
A B 

Open-orbit resonances: much 
sharrer be~ause all open orbits on 

a gIven pIece of Fermi surface 
have the same periodicity d. 

1 

d/A 
2 3 

d/A 
2 
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the actual intensity distribution of the 
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the La bands against energy (in electron· 
lown in Fig. 1. 
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• ...::. r. A. L. R eimann. Th;' 
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~ Itol ' rIence mcreasmg ~ 
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, _-bil!n:ear rate of decay of th .:. 
.. All 0 e, ~he author states, aI, ., 
...... :.- utlme of a I . I.' . 
.:--. 1rhie m ec Ian 18111 i" 
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